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In September 1993 the National Rivers Authority - Severn Trent Region
commissioned Wallingford Water, the joint venture between the Institute of
HydrologyandHR Wallingford,to cany outthe "Roo*lain Mapping, Model Study
of the River Frome(Gloucestershire)" study.
This reportgivesa detaileddescription of the hydraubcmodelling components of
the study, and provides a summary of the hydrological components which are
presentedindetailin ReportEX3171. The objective of the study was to develop
a computationalhydraulic model for the purposes of identifying flooded outlines
for eventsof varbus returnperiods. The hydraulic modelwas constructed using
the SALMON-Fmodelingsoftware,modifiedto cope with supercritical flows, and
was calbrated using observed data from three events,as well as data available
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In September 1993 the National Rivers Authority - Severn Trent Region (NRA-
ST) commissioned Wallingford Water (WW), the joint venture between the
Institute of Hydrology and HR Wallingford Ltd, to carry out the "Floodplain
Mapping, Model Study of the River Frame (Gloucestershire)" study. The overall
objective of the study was to construct and prove a hydraulic model of the River
Frome and a part of its tnbutary, the Nailsworth Stream, in order to determine the
flood plain limits for six design events of specified return periods of between 5
and 150 years.
This report presents the results of the hydraulic modelling, including a summary
of the hydrological aspects of the overall study.
1.2 Terms of reference
The terms of reference for the overall study are defined in the NRA-ST document
"Brief for Report and Advisory Works. Floodplain Mapping - Model Study of the
River Frane (Gloucestershire)" of July 1993, the WW proposal to undertake the
study of August 1993 and the NRA-ST letter of appointment dated 24 September
1993. The terms of reference for the study can be summarised as follows:
To identify current data availability for the Frome catchment, including
hydrological, hydrometric, topographical and structure data. Also to
determine the requirement for further survey data required to complete the
model study.
To undertake a hydrological study to identify suitable calibration events for
the modelling, and thereby to derive calibration and design inflows for the
hydraulic modelling.
To set up and calbrate a hydrodynamic model of the River Frome between
the Mah River Limit at Whitehall Bridge and the flapped outfall into the River
Severn, and of the Nailsworth Stream between Egypt Mill and its confluence
with the River Frome.
To determine the flood levels for the 1 in 5, 1 In 10, 1 In 25, 1 in 50, 1 In 100
and 1 in 150 return period flood eventsand pbt these on 1:2500 scale plans
of the River Rome.
To identity where existing residential end commercial property is at risk from
flooding in a 1 in 100 year flood event.
To produce a reduced hydrodynamic model of the Lower Frome to
investigate the effects of flows from the Gloucester and Sharpness canal in
relation to flows In the River Frome and levels in the River Severn.
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1.3 The River Frome
The FramecatchmentextendsIran the Cotswoldescarpment in the east, on the
boundary of the Thames and Severn-Trentregions of the NRA, through to the
RiverSevern in the west. A plan ofthe catchment and river system is shown in
Figure 1.
The River Frame rises in the north-east of the catchment, high up on the
Cotswold escarpment, and flows southwards. After about 10km the river turns
westwardsfor another 10kmor so, cluingwhich it isJoinedby two tributaries from
the north, the Holly Brook and the Toadsmoor Brook. The Holly Brook
confluence is immediately downstream of the Main River Limit at Whitehall
Bridge. Along much of this stretch the river runs parallel to the now disused
Thames and Severn Canal. The river then turns northwards for about 5km
towards Stroud,the largesttown inthecatchment, and then westwards again to
EbleyMillgaugingstation. Ebley Millisthe onlygauging station in the catchment,
and has a catchment area of 198km2. Just upstream of Ebley Mill the river isjoined by the Nailsworth Stream from the south and the Dudbridge Bypass
channel from the north. The flood relief channel is part of the old Stroudwater
Canalandcanies the lbws from threenortherntributaries, the Randwick Stream,
the Painswick Stream and the Slad Brook.
Downstream of Ebley Mill the river continues ina north-westerly direction for a
further 10km towards its confluencewith the River Severn. Along much of this
stretchthe river runs parallel to the nowdisused Stroudwater Canal. About lkm
before the confluence, there is a flow diversion into the Gloucester and
SharpnessCanal for water supply tothe Bristol area. The total catchment area
upstream of the River Severn outfall is approximately 226km2.
The Fromecatthment is characterisedby steep valley sides sloping down to the
river below and small, fast-flowing streams, particularly in the upper reaches.
The catchment heson heavily fissured,oolitic limestoneand liassic sandstone
bedrockwhichdipsfrom the Thames basin into the Frome basin. The limestone
is thoughtto act Ike a sponge,absorbingwater until the aquifers are filled; heavy
rainmay takeseveraldays to have an eftect, and water lost in the upper reaches
may well reappear further downstream. The soils tend to be well-drained and
calcareous, with clayey, loamy and stonycomponents. In the downstream part
of the catchment some non-calcareoussoils are also present.
The catchment is predominantly agricultural in nature, though urban areas
account for around 10% of all land use. Bailey, Reference 1, assigned 50% of
the catchment to permanent grasslandand 15%to temporary grassland, with
another 10%to woodland. The remainderIs madeup of crop-growing areas and
open watersuchas canalsand lakes. The Stroudconurbation extends for some
distanceWongthe nearbyvalley bottans,as does the smaller town of Nailsworth
in the south of the catchment. There are also numeroussmall villages.
The river system itself can be visualised in tens of four reaches of differing
characteristics.
Frampton to Chaltord Reach
This is the uppermost reach of the River From and is distinguished by the
general absence of floodplain development and a limited number of control
structures. The floodplain is relatively narrow and is shared with the relict
Thames and Severn Canal, which isthought to carry a proportion of the flow in
a floadevent The reservoirat Bakers Milloriginally built to feed the canal is one
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of the majorfeaturesof the reach and the operation of the sluices at this location
may impact on downstream flooding. The downstream end of the reach is
characterised by housing development adjacent to the floodplain, and a history
of flooding of the gardens of these properties. The end of the reach can be
considered as the bridge at the main Stroud - Cirencester Road.
Chatford to Ebley Reach
From Chalford to Bowbridge the Frome is characterised by a generally narrow
floodplain and the large number of control structuresand mill buildings. These
are at their mostdense in the vicinity of Thrupp and the channel frequently splits
intotwo channelsto provide separate flow paths aroundand through these. The
majorityof the millsaredisusedandmanyof the controllingstructures have been
rationalised in order to reduce the need for maintenance and operation. A
number of the structures are derelict and inoperable. The Thames and Severn
canal is intermittentin this reach,thoughthereappearto be a number of locations
where interactionbetweenthe canal and river could take place given sufficiently
highflows. Much of the floodplain is developed, andthis includes both areas of
housing and industrial development of varying age. The end of the reach is
marked by the culvert carrying the river under the new Dudbridge road, and its
confluence with the Nailsworth Stream.
Ebley to the River Severn
This reach sees a marked change In the size of theriver, predominantly due to
the inflows of the Nailsworth Stream and Dudbridge Bypass channel in close
proximity to each other. Upstream of the Nailswodh Stream confluence the
floodplain remains relatively narrow and a number of mill structures occur but
downstream of this point the floodplain begins to expandand the mills become
less frequent. Downstream of Ebley Corn Mill theriver bifurcates into distinct
northand southchannels, and these do not have aconfluence until Churchend„.
closeto the M5motorway. Thesechannels in tum have a number of subsidiary
bifurcations, in particular the Banty Ditch which flows in-between the two
channels downstream of Ryeford. The enclosed floodplain is in the main
undeveloped, and is generally lower lying than thewater level in the bounding
channels.
Downstreamof Churchendthe riverrevertsto a singlechannel within a relatively
wkle floodplain and the river is embankedto varyingdegrees. The embanking
is particularlypronounceddownstream of Fromebridge Mill where low lying land
on the Severnfloodplainis protected. At Whitminsterpart of the river flow is split
by a control structure into the old Stroudwater canal and from there into the
Gloucesterend Sharpnesscanalwhich providesthewater supply for Bristol. The
remainingflowpasses into twin channels which crossunder the Gloucester and
Sharfmes canal by siphon and then dischargeinto the Rhier Severn via a tide
flap. The area downstream of the canal and enclosedby the two channels is a
floodstoragearea designedto alleviate the possibilityof overtopping of the main
embankments onto the Severn floodplain.
The Nallsworth Stream
The Nailsworth stream is the largest of the Frametributaries and is similar in
characteristics to it. The stream flows through a small valley which it shares
throughoutmostof its lengthwith the main Stroud - Nailsworth road. In its upper
reaches between Egypt Minand Dunkirk Mill thechannel Is split and flows on
either side of disused mill ponds which are now heavily vegetated. The
confluenceof the channelsoccurswithina culvert at the Critchley's site upstream
of Merrett's Mills and downstream of here the river Is predominantly within a
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single channel. There are a number of mill structures though the control
structures on these are predominantly redundant. The floodplain is restricted
both by the proximity of the road and by the presence of new housing
development. At the Erinoidworksthe channel enters a long culvert before re-
emergingandthen passingthrough a second culvert upstream of its confluence
with the River Frome. The stream drops over a weir into the old channel of the
River Frameat Dudbridgethen passesunder the new Dudbridge road by culvert
to join the River Frame.
2 Hydrolo ical investigation
2.1 Introduction and approach to hydrological study
This sectionsummarises the hydrological reviewof the Fromecatchment which
is described in full in the "HydrologicalStudy', ReportEX 3171. The review made
use of all availabledata to developthebest possthleestimatesof the design flood
inflows required by the hydraulic model,and also incorporated a routing model
of the Frome catchment and a physicalmodel of the EbleyMill gauging station.
The methodsof floodestimation acbptedwere those of the FSR and associated
documents. The FSRrainfall-runoffmethod,whereby rainfall is converted to flow
using a deterministic model of catthrnent response (the unit hydrograph and
losses model), was used for the hydrologicalmodelling because it synthesises
the entire flow hydrograph, which is required in cases such as this where flood
routing is involved.
The three parameters of the unit hydrographand losses model are:
Tp - time-to-peakof the unit hydrographwhich detennines how quickly the
catchment responds to effectiverainfall input
PR - the percentage runoff whichLsthe ratioof total to effective rainfall i.e.
the proportion of the total rainfall input which becomes response runoff in
the river. PRis divided into two parts: a standard part SPR and a dynamic
part DPR
ANSF - the average non-separatedflow or baseflow which represents the
flow in the river before the eventstarted.
The model parameters are related viamultiple regressionequations to physical
and climatic characteristics of the catchment, enabling flood estimates to be
made at ungauged sites. However, theFSR recommendsthat where possible
such no-dataestimates are refined usingobserved data from or near to the site
of interest. There are three main waysin which these local data may be used,
all of which were used in the hydrologicalstudy:
direct estimation of the model parameters at the subject site through
analysis of observed flood events
indirect estimation of the model parameters at the subject site through
estimation of hydrological characteristics which are related to the model
parametersi.e. catchment lag timeis closely related to Tp, whilst baseflow
index is similarly related to SPR
transfer of information from neighbouringcatchments.
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2.2 Physical modelling of Ebley Mill gaugingstation
The initial phase of the hydrological study involved a review of the out-of-bank
ratingin usefor the EbleyMillgaugingstation. This wasrequired for the purpose
of accuratelyassessingthe magnitudeof flows which were greater than bankfull,
and therefore beyond the range of the current rating curves. Under flood
conditions the weir, and the cableway site 90m upstream which is used to
calibrate the weir for in-bank flows, is bypassed by flow over the lett bank
floodplain. The work was carried out using a physical model and the main
conclusions of the study were as follows:
the existing rating for the station was suitable for flows up to 20m3/s (ie all
recorded flows to date)
the rating derived from the physical model shouldbe used for all flows in
excess of this (ie over bankfull).
The results of the physical modelling are presented in full in the 'Ebley Mill
Gauging Station Physical Model Studr, Report EX3170.
2.3 Data collection and processing
Both flood peak and flood event data were available for, and used in, the
hydrological study. The flood peak data were available in the form of annual
maxima data and peaks-over-threshold series. Theflood event data typically
requiredfor analysisincludeflowdata for the event, recordingraingauge data for
the event,dailyraingaugedata for both the event andthe five days preceding it,
and estimatedsoilmoisturedeficitdata at 09:00 on thefirst day of the event. Full
details of the events selected and the flood eventanalysis are given In the
Hydrology Report. The locations of gauges and stationsfrom which data were
collected are shown in Figure 2.
Flow data were derived from stage data at Ebley Millgauging station using the
appropriateratingequations.Theflow recordwas continuousfrom January 1969
up to the presentclay,anddata upto January1994werecollected, thus providing
24 complete water years of data. Major floods are known to have occurred
during the 1950's and 1960's, prior to installation of the gauging station, but
unfortunatelyvery littleinformationconcerningthese eventswas available. Some
stage data from six continuous level recorders withinthe catchment were also
available.
The raingauge coverage of the Frome catchment is adequate and generalty
better for daily gauges than for recording gauges. For a number of mid-1980's
eventsonly one recordinggauge,usuallysomedistancefrom the catchment, was
operational whereas_the daily gauges were spread fairly evenly across the
catchment. Theonly long-termrecording raingaugewithin the Frome catchment
is at Miserdeninthe north-eastof the catchment. Thereare, however, four long-
termrecording raingauges nearby at Dowdeswell, Longfordand Netheridge, all
to the north, and at Kingswood to the south-west. In addition, three new
recording raingaugeswere Installed within the catchmentduring May and June
1993 at Painswick Lodge in the north, at Eastington Park in the east, and at
AveningCourtinthe south. Daily rainfall data from raingaugeswithin or close to
the Frome catchmentwere also obtained.
Estimates of soil moisture deficit at the beginning of each selected flood event
were obtained from three sites: Cheltenham to the north, Cirencester to the
south-east, and Monmouthto the west on the Welshside of the River Severn.
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Physicaland climatic characteristicsof the catchments were denVedfrom maps
to enable no-data estimates of themodel parameters to be made using FSR
regression equations. These catchrnentcharacteristics are tabulated in the full
hydrological report.
2.4 Derivationof modelparameters
The modelparametersfor the catthment to Ebley Mill were estimateddirectly by
analysis of observed flood events,and are presented in Table 1. The derived
model parameters showed considerable variation, indicating the dominating
influence of the downstream urbanareas.Many of the flood peaks are clearly
the products of rapid urban runoff frornthe Stroud conurbation, which reach the
gauging station and pass before the rural runoff component has travelled
downstream. This made it necessaryto divide the flood events into a group
where the flow peak was caused byurban runoff, and a group where the entire
catchment was believed to be responding. This separation was done on the
basis of mean catchment lag time,as indicated in Table 1, and reduced the
variability in the derived model parameters. Table 2 shows that the unit
hydrograph time-to-peak was some44% lower than the value estimated from
catchmentchamcteristks, whilst thestandard percentage runoff was some 75%
lower than the value derived frcni catchment characteristics. Similarly the
catchment characteristics method overestimatedthe baseflow by around 30%.
Inanotherapproach, hydrological characteristicswhich are related to the model
parameterswere estimated.Thecatchmentlag analysis at Ebley Mill gave time-
to-peak valueswhich agreed closelywith those derived by flood event analysis,
as shown in Table 2. Lag analysisfrom the continuous level recorders in the
catchment gave inconclusive results. Standard pementage runoff derived from
BFI was similar to the value derivedfrom catchment characteristics, whilst the
value derivedfrom the new HOST classificationwas some 60% higher, again as
shown in Table 2.
The modelparametervaluesderived fromthe rainfall-runoff analysis were taken
as the bestestimateof the true valuesforthe Frcnnecatchment to Ebley Mill. The
limitsof the hydrodynamic model dividedthe Fromecatchment naturally into six
subcatthments: Upper Frame,ToadsmoorValley,Slad Brook, Painswick Stream,
Randwick Stream and Nailsworth Stream,as shown in Figure 3. The model
parameter information was transferredto each of these six subcatchments by
simply applying the ratio of the observedvalue to the no-data estimate of the
value at Ebley Mill to the no-data estimatefor the particular subcatchment. The
model parameter values for each of thesubcatchments are given In Table 3.
The transfer was straightforward for four of the subcatchments, where the
observed value used was that from theevents showing a combined rural and
urban response,but morecomplicatedforthe Sled Brook and Nailsworth Stream
which both have a fairly large ruralareawith an urban area concentrated at the
catchment outfall. For these two sthcatchments it was necessary to model the
rural and urban responses separately,with the rural parts modelled in the same
way as for the other four subcatchments,and the urban parts modelled in the
conespondtig way, but wherethe observedvalue used was that from the events
resulting solely from urban runoff. Thetwo hydrographs produced for each of
these subcatchments were added together to give the total subcatthment
hydrograph. Four remainingareas weremodelled as diffuse lateral inflows, with
their hydrographs modelled on thoseforthe Nailsworth Stream subcatchment,
as described in the Hydrology Report.
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2.5 Derivation of calibration Inflows anddesign inflows
Inflowhydrographswerederivedfor calibrationof thehydraulicmodel, and for the
six return period design flood events. Three calibration events were chosen
occurring in December 1965, May 1979 and January 1994, and inflow
hydrographsweregeneratedfor each of the subcatchmentsusing the observed
rainfallendsoilmoisture deficit data. Inflowhydrographsfor return periods of 5,
10, 25, 50, 100 and 150years were generated for each of the subcatchments
using FSR design rainfall statistics.
Thepredictedcalbration event inflowhydrographsforthe May 1979 and January
1994 events were verified using a RIBAMANroutingmodel of the River Frane,
andcheckingthe shapesand peakflows of the routedhydrographs at Ebley Mill.
Resuksare presentedin the Hydrology Report. Themain feature apparent from
the routing was the Inability of the FSR model to simulatethe raised baseflow
component of the hydrograph which occurs after the event has passed. This
baseflowis interpretedas water enteringintostorage unrepresented in the model
for example groundwater. However, the routed inflows produced reasonable
estimates of peak discharge at Ebley Mill,which wereconservative in terms of
the peak flow.
Thefull hydrodynamic model, which provides a full representation of flood plain
storageand performanceof structures,produced a further reduction in peak flow
at Ebley Mill, possibly also associated withan increasein the length of time the
hydrograph took to peak. The design events were run only with the full
hydrodynamicmodel,due to the greater accuracy attdbutableto the results from ,
this model.
2.6 Flood frequency analysis
Floodfrequencyanalysiswas carded out at Ebley Millusing both the 24 years of
observed annual maxima data and a 26-year seriesIncluding estimates of the
July 1968andMay 1969 flood peaks. The fitted curvesare presented in Figure
4.
The 24 yearsof observedflow data at EbleyMill, frttedby an EV1 line, appear to
be notwhollyrepresentativeof the catchment. This record does not contain any
of the major floods reported in the 1950sand 1960'sbefore the gauging station
was installed. The flood frequency curve fitted to theannual maxima steepens
significantly,from EV1 to EV2,when the estimated1968flood peak is included.
If the 1968flood is typical of large floods on the catchment,then this EV2 curve
maybe a betterrepresentationof the truefloodfrequencycurve of the catchment.
This EV2 curve corresponds fairly closely with the curve derived from the
observed mean annual flood and the region4 grovithcurve.
The flood frequency curve derived from the routeddesign events has a higher
mean annual flood, but otherwise is of similar gradientto the EV2 curve. This
would be expected if large floods are missing fromthe observed reconi from
which the mean annual flood was derived. The curve from routed flows
correspondsfairlycioselywith thecurve derived fromthe observed mean annual
flood and the region 6/7 growth curve. This suggeststhat the behaviour of the
Frome catchment may be more like that of catchments in the neighbouring
Thames basin, than that of catchments in the Severnregion.
A tairtynarrowbandcan be definedwhichindicatesthe most likely position of the
truefloodfrequency curve for the Fromeat Ebley Mill. This band has a width of
about3 m3s-'at the low (5-year) return period end,and widens to about 8 m3s1
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at 150-years return period. The flood frequency curve derived from the routed
flows forms the upper limit of this band and it may be posale to narrow the band
by further data collection and analysis.
3 The hydraulic model
3.1 General description
The hydraulic model was constructed using the HR package SALMON-F, which
Ls a general purpose river simulation model suitable for branched and looped
river systems. It can hclude floodpfainswhere the water level is the same on the
floodplain as in the acGacent channel, or floodplains which are separated from,
and have different water levels to, the river. The version of SALMON-F used for
the River Frome modelling includes the ability to spill directly between adjacent
channels as well as a modification to the calculation of channel flow which allows
the model to cope with the occurrence of supercritical flows.
A SALMON-F model is constructed by &riding the area to be modelled into cells
which can be of varying types including river, structure, junction and floodplain.
The cell boundaries can be made up of river sections, embankment sections,
floodplain or causeway sections or no-flow boundaries which act as a hard
boundary to the flow domain. Structures can be incorporated either within
structure cells, which allow multiple structure elements at a particular location, or
within embankments and causeways.
It is assumed within the software that the water level is constant across any
section, and that the direction of fbw is perpendicular to that section. The
selection of section location is therefore critical. Storage in floodplain cells is
calculated from a tabulation of storage area against water depth used in
oonjunction with the flow into and out of the cell.
Inflows to the model are given at the upstream model boundaries, and tributary
illibws can be specified between adjacent river sections. Lateral Inflows can also
be specified to allow a hydrograph to be input over a reach of the model.
Downstream boundaries within the model require either a stage hydrograph or
a rating curve.
3.2 Availability of survey data
At the outset of the study all available floodplain and channel survey data were
collected from the NRA-ST offices at Tewkesbury. These data were then collated
in order to identify possible shortfalls in the data availability. The data initially
supplied included the following:
contoured floodplain plans for the River Frome between the A38 and the
River Severn (from the River Severn floodplain survey - Cartographical
Services)
contoured floodplain plans for the River Frorne between the A38 and
Chalford (Cartographical Servbes)
contoured & spot height plans for the River Frame from Chalford to
Whitehall Bridge
channel and structure survey forthe River Frome between Millend Mills and
Stanley Mills (1984)
channel and structure survey for the River Rome between the River Severn
and Meadow Badge, between StanleyMills end Whitehall Bridge, and of the




channelsurveyfor the River Frome between WhitminsterWeir and the MS
motorway (Land Development Services - 1990)
channelsurvey for the RiverRome between WhitminsterWeir and the A38
(NRA - 1991).
Additionally,a survey was canied out by Merrett SurveyPartnership in 1992 of
the following reaches of the Frome:
River Frome right channel downstreamof WhitminsterHouse (reach 1)
FromebridgeMillbypaccandmill channelsdownstreamof the A38 (reaches
2 and 3)
A38 to Millend Mill (reach 5)
Churchend Mill bypass channel (reach4)
Meadow Bridge to railway upstreamof Bonds Mill (reach 6)
Bonds Mill culvert channel (reach 7)
Railway upstream of Bond's Mill to the bifurcation downstream of Ebley
Corn Mill (reach 8)
Stanley Mills to the bifurcation downstreamof Ebley Corn Mill (reach 9)
Fromehall Mill to the Thames and Severn Canalsiphon (reach 10)
Bowbridge to Griffm Mill estate (reach11)
Griffin Mill estate right hand channel (reach 12)
Phoenix Mill to Brimscombe Pond (reach 14)
Brimscombe Port to St Marys Mills (reach 17).
The above surveys totalled c.600 sections and provided the majority of data
requiredfor theconstructionof the Framehydraulicmodel,with some exceptions.
Initially, additional survey were identifiedas being requiredfor the construction
of the physical model and ten sections were surveyedalong the Ebley reach of
the rtverby CartographicalServices in December 1993for this purpose. Further
data were required for the whole of the NailsworthStream, and for the reach of
the Frorne upstream of Golden Valley Lock, and also for a large number of
structuresthroughoutthe RiverRome valleywhich hadeither not been surveyed
previouslyor for which the availablesurveydata was Insufficient. In total an extra
420sectionswere identifiedas bekig required, 168 onthe Nailsworth Stream, 39
on the upper reach of the Frome and 213as infill forthe previous surveys. The
survey data were collected by HR Wallingford's surveyteam under a separate
contract and as such details of the survey work ere not given here. A set of
master plans indicating the locations of all the Fromesurvey data has been
preparedfor the purposesof thisstudy andthese havebeen supplied separately
to NRA-ST along with the surveyed sectiondata itself.
3.3 The River Frome Models
Dueto the lengthof the reach and the complexityofthe features to be modelled,
the overall model was subdivided into three separate sub-models. The Upper
Fromesub-modelextendedfrom WhitehallBridge toupstream of the Bath Road
Bridge in Stroud, the Lower Frome sub-model extendedfrom the downstream
end of this first model to the outletl into the River Severn at Framilode, and the
Nailsworth Stream sub-model comprised the reachof the Nailsworth Stream
between Egypt Mill to downstream of the weir at the Frame confluence at
Dudbridge. The schematisalion of eachmodel Isdescribed in detail in Section
3.4.




The model schematisation for the each of the sub-models was undertaken with
regard to the need to represent the following:
structures within the modelled reach
areas of floodplain storage and floodplain flow separated from the channel
by natural or man-made embankments
the potential for flow between adjacent channels
adequate representation of fbw splits
adequate resolution of the channel, particularly in steep reaches.
Schematic drawings of the River RIX1113models have been produced detailing the
location and extent of each of the model sections, plotted at 12500 scale for
direct comparison with the contoured plans These drawings are presented in
Volume 2 of this report and a summary of the schematisation is provided in Table
4.
The Upper Frome sub-model
The Upper Frome sub-model included a total of 482 sections, of which 343 were
river sections, 110 were embankments and the remainder floodplain sections.
A total of 83 structure complexes were modelled, of which 28 were bridges. The
majority of the river was modelled using river sections representing both the
channel and adjacent floodplain. However, 40 floodplain cells were used in the
following locations:
Griffin's Mill a flow path overland above the mill culvert
(floodplain cell 107)
Thrupp works a flow path around the works separated
from the channel (floodplain cell 108)
Brirnscombe Football Ground - floodplain storage (floodplain cell 109)
Brimscombe Pond a flow path from upstream of Brirnscornbe
Mill Pond Culvert to the channel
downstream of the control sluices
(floodplain cells110, 111)
Brirnscombe Port floodplain storage and a separate flow path
around the Brimscombe Port area
(floodplain cells 112, 113, 114, 115)
Wimberley Mills floodplain storage and a separate overland
flow path avoiding the culverts (floodplain
cells 116, 117)
St Marys Mill floodplain siorage between the river and
the canal upstream of St Marys House
Culvert (floodplain cell 118)
Chalford Industrial Estate fbodplain storage and overland flow route
avoiding the culverts (floodplain cells 119,
129)
Golden Valley floodplain storage and flow route on the
right floodplain between Bakers Mill and
Golden Valley Lock (floodplain cells 121 to
136)
Bakers Mill Bakers Mill reservoir is represented by a
series of floodplain cells between the canal
end the river (floodplain cells 137, 138,
139, 140)
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PuckMillto WhitehallBridge - boodplainstorageand flowpathsadjacent
to theriver (floodplaincells141 to 147).
The disusedThames and Severn Canal was includedin the model as two
separate riverreaches. The firstof thesebegan atthe siphondownstreamof
ArundellMinandcontinuedupto the caravanparkatBrimscombe.The second
reachbeganupstreamof BrimscombePort,and thenrancontinuouslyupto the
upstreammodelfinnitat WhitehallBridge. Where interactionwaspossibleeither
between adjacentbranchesof the riveror betweenthe riverand the canal,
embankmentswereincorporatedintothemodelallowingdirectspillingbetween
the twochannels. Spillsof thistype wereincludedinthe followingareas:
betweenthecanalandthe millpond,and around
the siphons
between the canalandthe riverin the area of
Bowbridgehousingestate
between the twin branches of the river
downstreamof Griffin'sMill
betweenthe canalandthe river
betweenthe twinbranchesof the riverand also
betweenthe canalandthe river
between the canaland the riverand between
the upperand lowerlevelsof the river
betweenthe canalandthe river
betweenthe canalandthe riveradjacentto St
MarysMillWeir


















The Lower Frome sub-model
TheLowerFromesub-modelincludeda totalof 765sections,ofwhich354 were
riversections,267 embankmentsand theremainderfloodplainsections. A total
of69 structurecomplexeswere modelled,of which23 were bridges. Unlikethe






arms of the River Rome and the
Gloucesterand Sharpness canal,




left and right bank embanked
floodplainstorage(floodplaincells21
to 40)
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the River Frome (floodplain cells 41
to 52, 58 to 63, 69 to 73, 79 to 92)
Beards Mill left bank floodplain adjacent to the
rnUl(floodplain cells 53 to 57)
Bridgend Mill right bank floodplain between
Bridgend Kennels and the railway
embankment (floodplain cells 64 to
68)
Banty Ditch floodplain between the northern aim
of the River Frome and Banty Ditch
(1loodplain cells 74 to 78, 83, 84)
Ryeford Stroudwater Canal representation of the storage within
the canal adjacent to Ryeford Saw
Mills
Redhill Bridge left bank floodplain adjacent to the
southern arm of the River Frome
(floodplain cells 93A to 95A)
Ebley Corn Mill floodplain storage between the mill
channel and the bypass channel and
on both banks upstream of the mill
(floodplain cells 93 to 95)
Ebley Mill left bank floodplain adjacent to the
gauging station and storage on the
rugby ground between the Dudbridge
Bypats channel and the River Frome
(floodplain cells 98 to 101)
Fromehall Mill upstream mill pond and adjacent
floodplain (floodplain cells 102, 103)
Lodgernore Mill storage upstream of the mill between
the River Frome and the Stroudwater
canal.
As with the Upper Frorne sub-model embankments were included to allow direct
spilling between channels where there was no appreciable storage between
them, or where the floodplain in each diannel was being modelled as part of the
river channel section. Spills of this type were incorporated in the following
locations:
Meadow Bridge between the twin branches of the river,
downstream of Meadow Bridge
Churchend between the Churchend weir and bypass
channels
Bonds Mill between the culvert and bypass channels
downstream of Bonds Mill.
The Stroudwater Canal was not modelled explicitly in its lower reaches, the
storage associated with this being incorporated into the associated floodplain
cells where appropriate. The canal adjacent to Ryefottf Saw Mills was
represented as a single floodplain cell which provided storage in the event of
overtopping of the embankment between the canal and the northern arm of the
river. The Dudbridge Bypass channel wasmodelled as a river reach, using weirs
to represent the.residual structures at each of the locks.
It should be noted that none of the River Severn Floodplain between the
Gloucester and Sharpness canal and the River Sevem was modelled. However
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the model Is capable of identifying if flow occurs over the embankrnents without
modelling the exact floodplain levels that occur.
The Nallsworth Stream sub-model
The Nalsworth Stream sub-model was significantlysmaller than the Upper and
Lower Frome sub-models, including a totalof 260 sections, of which 165 were
river sections. However, 45 structures were still modelled, 22 of which were
bridges, in what is a relativelyshort reach compared to the other models. As no
contoured floodplain data were available for the Naitsworth Stream, the
schematisationwas basedon thesurveyedsections. In consequence, floodplain
cells were only used in one location, upstream of Dunkirk Mills, in order to
represent a sequence of mill ponds.
For the majority of its lower length the river only has a single channel.
Downstreamof Egypt Mill however, the channel splitsinitially into two, and then
again hto threeat DunkirkMills. Rows into the left handchannel downstream of
EgyptMillsoccur througha water wheel which is operatedregularly as a feature
associated with the hotel which now occupies the site. For the purposes of the
modelling, it has been assumed that the flow in this channel if negligible
comparedto the flow In the main river channel. Theleft hand channel therefore
begins downstream of Egypt Mills, close to the linkchannel between the two
streamswhere it has beenassumedthat flows into the left hand channel may be
signiicant The channelsrecombine in the area of Critchley'sworks. In order to
represent satisfactorily the flows in the area of Critchley's, embankments were
used between the adjacent channels to allow for exchanges of water between
them.
3.5 Topographical data
Riversectiondata were takenfromall of the previous surveys which covered the
reach, including data from the 1984, 1987, 1992 and 1994 surveys. The data
were importedinto AutoCAD as three dimensionalxyz string data, and this then
allowed the use of the KeySALMONmodel builderdeveloped by Key Systems
for usewithSALMON-F. KeySALMONallows the surveyed data and other data
digitised into the AutoCAD drawing to be manipulated into a folm for direct
importationintoSALMON-F. Thuseachmodelsecti3ncan be labelled on screen,
model cells can be constructed and the appropriatedata then associated with
each cell.
River sections were directly imported by Identifyingthe spatial location of the
ends of each section on the 1:2500 scale contoured plans, and from this
calculating the xyz coordinate of each point on the section These strings of
coordinateswere then imported Into AutoCAD to givea set of three dimensional
polytines. Once the sections to be used In the modelhad been Identified,these
were then inspected and where necessary they wereextended to cover the full
widthof the floodplain by digitising furtherdata pointsfrom the contoured plans.
Where embankmentsand floodplahswerebeing used, these were also digitised
as polylines directly from the contouredplans.
Once all the section data had been imported, KeySALMONwas used to define
the cell network for the model, and to label eachof the model sections. For
simplicitythe model sections were re-numberedusing a standard system since
it was not possible to produce a satisfactory labellingsystem which referenced
the sectionnumberingsusedinthe previoussurveys. However, the origin of any
particular model section can be detenined by visual inspection of the section
location and model layout plans supplied.
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Floodplain cell data where required were extracted by digitising areas from the
contoured plans, again within AutoCAD. The storage volume in any cell is
specified by a stage-area table defining the area covered by water within a
floodplain cell at a particular stage.
Roughness coefficients for the model were based on an assessment of the
channels being modelled. However, initially the channel roughness was set to
a ks length of 0.60m in the channel, and 2.0m on the floodplain throughout the
model.
3.6 Bridge data
SALMON-F uses a separate module to calculate tables of afflux for bridges within
the modelled reach using the United States Bureau of Public Roads method,
Reference 2. The module calculates efflux tables based on a comparison of the
hydraulic properties of the bridge site with and without the bridge present. These
tables are then referenced by the simulation program and appropriate values of
bridge efflux obtained. A limitation of the method is that it is unable to cope
adequately with supercritical flows at a bridge structure, and these were
encountered h a number of places In the River Frome sub-models, primarily due
to the steepness of the modelled channels. In each case where this was a
problem, attempts were initially made to model the structure using the IJSBPR
method prior to adopting an alternathre representation of the structure.
The USBPR method requires information about each bridge structure to be
abstracted from the structure drawings and plans of the bridge site. This includes
data on the shape of the bridge abutments and piers, on the skew angle of the
bridge structure to the direction of flow on both the floodptain and In the channel,
and a surveyed section of the channel and floodplain itself.
In the three River Frome sub-models a total of 73 bridge structures were
modeIled using the USBPR method. Tables 5, 6 and 7 detail list all the structures
modelled and the representation used in each case. The USBPR method was
unable to cope with a number of the structures initially modelled as bridges and
these were subsequently changed to an alternative structure type. The bridges
where this was necessary in the Upper Frome sub-model were as follows:
Griffin Mill Footbridge
Brimscornbe Mill Pond Culvert
Bensons Culvert
Wirnbedey Mills Culvert 1








And in the Nailsworth Stream sub-model:
Erinoid Bridge
Cotswold House Bridge




Ineachcase except for Erinoid Bridge a dscrete headlosswas used to replace
the bridge. Erinoid Bridge was replaced with a sluiceas the use of a head loss
produced an instability in the model which could notbe resolved.
33 Structure data
Of the 197 structure complexes included in all threemodels, 73 were bridges,
andas suchthe incorporationof the data forthese hasbeen discussed in section
3.6. Whereculvertswerepresentin the modelled reachthese were, in the main,
beyondthe knit of applicabilityof the USBPRmethodsince a significant headloss
is usually associated with them. The representationof a culvert was therefore
dependenton its characteristics. Culverts with controlstructures, for instance a
weir or a sluice, were modelled as sluices. In the case of a culvert with a weir
control, the sluice opening was set to be a constantvalue and the sluice width
then adjusted. This then allows the sluice to havethe correct area of opening
and to surchargeat approximatelythe correctlevel asthe culvert being modelled.
Wheretherewasno pronouncedcontrolstructure at theopening, the culvert was
in the majority of cases represented as a discrete headloss.
Sluice gates, weirs and siphons on the river were represented using the
appropriatestructuretypewithinSALMON-F. Wherea weir had crests at varying
levels,or wheresluicesand weirs occurred at a locationin combination, multiple
structure elements were included within a structurecell to represent this. The
locks on the Thames and Severn and Stnoudwatercanals which use weirs to
impound the correct upstream level of water wereall represented as weirs.
However,ina number of cases a low levelsluice wasalso incorporated into the
structurecellfor the weir in order to lowerthe upstreamwater level to that which
was observed as being "normar. This was necessaryas in some reaches the
weir at the upstreamcill of the lock is at a high level,but the openings by which
the lockwould have been filled when in use are ata lower level and provide the
nonnal drainage for the reach.
initialdischargeand drowning coefficients for eachstructure were derived by an
assessment of each based on site visits, photographs and experience of
coefficients used in previous modelling studies. In effect each structure was
grouped into a set of similar structures, and eachgroup was then ranked end
default coefficients assigned to the group. For instance,all structures in group
1 would be expected to have standard dischargecoefficients (a Cd of 1.0), all
structuresin group2 a coefficientof 0.9andso on. Thissystem potentially allows
any calibration data which is available for one structure to be extended to all
similar structures being modelled.
Sluice openings were identified for each structure by inspection of the survey
drawingsandof thestructureson the ground. Forthepurposes of the modelling,
the maxbnumopeningand the apparentnormal openingwere identified, together
with whether or not it was feasible to operate thegate. Tables 8, 9 and 10 give
the sluicegateopeningsused in each ofthe models. The "gates" which are fixed
representstructureswhich it is either not feasible tooperate, primarily due to the
dereliction of many of them, or which represent culverts and other features for
which an orifice type flow equation Is suitable. The maximum and minimum
openings for moveable gates are also identified.
Embankment structures were incorporated In locations where they were
observed or known to exist These Included culvertsthrough embankments at
roadand railcrossingsof the valley, as well as linksbetween the river and canal
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systemwhere these could be dearlyidentifiedand were thought to be significant.
Table 11 gives a list of the culvertsand other embankment structures included
in the models.
3.8 Hydrometric data
The Upper Frome sub-model
Inflows for the sub-models were required at all upstream reach ends, where
tributaries entered the main channelsand as lateral inflows along particular
reaches. Figure 3 shows the ten Fromesub-catchments for which hydrological
estimates were produced for the calibration and design events. The Upper
Frome catchment provides the upstreaminput to the River Frome at section
RFA_389. A tributary point inflow is included for the Toadsmoor Stream at
Wimberfey Mills, between sections RFA_278 and RFA_279. The upstream
boundaries of the Thames and SevernCanal reaches have nominal inflows at
SCC_070 and at SCB_024 in orderto ensure that there is always some flow
along these reaches. The lateral inflowof the Upper Middle Fromecatchment Is
proportionedalong the various reachesbetween RFA_175 and RFA_278 using
scaling factors based on the lengthsof each reach. These scaling factors are
necessaryas a lateral inflow can onlybe incorporated along a single reach, and
cannotbridgeacross junctionsbetweenreaches. The scaling factors applied are
given in Table 12.
The downstream condition for eachof the model downstream boundaries is
provided by a rating curve. For the River Frorne at section RFA_175 this is
based on the conveyance table usedby the model for this section. For the two
downstream ends of the canal reaches,the rating allows a flow at all levels
equivalent to the constant inflow includedat the upstream end. As a result the
canal reacheswill cause pondingattheirdownstream ends of any additional flow
and this will then overflow as appropriateonce all available storage is filled.
The Lower Frome sub-model
The Lower Frame sub-model takes as its upstream boundary at RFA_175the
predicted flow from the Upper Fromesub-modelat the same section. Similarly
the flow upstream of the Nailsworth Streamoutfall weir at secticn NSA_002 is
providedby the flow hydograph takenfrom the Nailsworth Stream model at the
same point. The upstreaminflowfor theDudbridge Bypass channel at SCA_016
is provided by the Slad Brook hydrograph,and the Painswick Stream is then
specdiedIntothe same reach of channelas a tributary inflow between SCA_011
and SCA_012. Similarly the RandwickStream forms a tributary inflow between
5CC_005 and SCC_006. These arethemain Inflows to the Lower Frome sub-
model.
The downstream boundary for the LowerFrome sub-model is provided by the
River Severndownstream of the tide flapin the RiverSevem embankments and
close to the Epney level gauge. This isatidal reachof the River Severn and as
such the stage boundary is specified directlyto the model as a hydrograph.
Lateral inflowsto the modelare providedfrom both the Lower Middle Frome and
Lower Frome catdiments and, as for theUpper Frome sub-model these were
proportioned throughout the appropriate reaches of the model using scaling
factorsbasedon the relativereach lengths,Table 12. Nominal boundary inflows
were also provided at RFM 003 and RFX 007. RFM_003 is the upstream end
of the channel which flows out from underStanley Mills but which now appears
to cany no flow through the mill. The inflowis provided as a means of including
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this reach of channel in the model. This is also the case for RFX_007, which is
the upstream end of the old River Frome adjacent to the Nailsworth Stream
where the Dudbridge Culverts now carry the diverted River Frome.
The Nallsworth Stream sub-model
The Nailsworth Strewn sub-model takes as its upstream inflow the hydrograph
for the Nailsworth Stream catchment upstream of Egypt Mill at NSA_124. The
Lower Nailsworth catchment is specified as a series of lateral inflows to the
various model reaches, with scaling factors as shown in Table 12. A nominal
infbw is given for the upstream end of the reach leading from the Egypt Mill water
wheel, NSD_024, as this does not necessarily cany flow at all times, and as such
would cause a failure of the model otherwise. The downstream boundary ls given
as a stage hydrograph downstream of the Nailsworth Stream outfall weir, but with
a constant level. This ts necessary as the Nailsworth Stream sub-model has to
be run prior to the Lower Frome model, so no information on stage downstream
of the weir is available. However, due to the height of the outfall weir it is
reasonable to assume that the weir is in free-flow conditions for most of the time
and therefore the inflow from the Nailsworth Stream is independent of conditions
in the River Frome.
3.9 Initial conditions
Due to their complexity and size, attempts to initialise the sub-models using water
levels catulated using normal depth proved unsuccessful. The initialisation was
therefore undertaken by preventirig flow over the model embankments (by setting
their discharge coefficients to be zero), and then specifying a single water surface
throughout the model which was above the level of the highest channel section
(RFA_389) A simulation was then run which gradually increased the discharge
into model boundaries, tributaries and lateral inflows to that required at the start
of the events to be modelled, whilst at the same time gradually lowering the
downstream tailwater level. This allowed the model to achieve a stable state for
the required discharge, thereby giving an in-channel 'cold initial condition.
As floodplain cells had been used to represent Bakers Mill reservoir in the Upper
Frame sub-model and Dunkirk Mills ponds in the Nailsworth Stream sub-model
it was then necessary to allow flow onto the floodplains and generate a second
initial condithan which included water in these floodplain cells. This was achieved
by setting the embankments to have a low coefficient of discharge, allowing a
small amount of flow over them, and then running this simulation for sufficiently
long to allow the water levels to equalise between the channels and the
floodplain. This then gave a tWann" initial condition for the purpose of starting the
simulations. As a result, the Upper Frome and Nailsworth Stream sub-models
require an initial simulation in order to produce a suitable initial condition, whilst
the Lower Frome sub-model can be initialised directly.
4 Hydraulic model calibration
4.1 Calibration events
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The January 1994eventis the smallestof the three events, being not much more
than bankfullat most locationsin themodel. The recorded peak flow at Ebley Mill
was 11.8ms/son 5 January 1994. However, the event was the largest since the
installationof the continuous level recordersand the availabilityof this data was
significant. The overall availability ofdata for this event is shown in the top part
of Table 13. Continuous level datawere obtained from five of the six recorders,
the sixth being outskieof themodelledarea on the Painswick Stream. Peak level
data had also been obtained by NRA-STfrom eight recorderswhich had been
read on eitherthe 5 Januaryor 23 February1994. Rows and levels at Ebley Mill
were also available for the event.
The 30 May 1979 event is the largestevent for which flow data are available at
Ebley Mk a peak flow of 19.2 m3/shaving been recorded, equivalent to a
bankfull event in this part of the river. As such, It was thought Importantto use
this eventas part of the calibration procedure, despite the absence of any other
level data elsewhere on the River Frameor NailsworthStream.
The December 1965event Isthe largeston record for the River Frome for which
there are any observed level data available, and there were a large number of
observations made on the river system during the flood. However, the event
predated the installationof the level recorder at Ebley Mill and no peak level was
collectedat this point. As a result, thepeak flow for the event is unknown. A list
of locations where level data were collected is given in Table 13.
4.2 Tidal water levels at Framilode
Level data for the January 1994 eventat the Epney gauge on the River Severn
were suppliedby NRA-STfor use inmodelling the 1994 flood event. These data
were supplied in digital format and directly imported into the hydrometric data
files. At the time of the 1965 and 1979events the Epney level recorder had not
been installed and as such no leveldata for the River Severn were available.
Whilst it wouldhavebeen possibletoobtain level data for the downstream Lower
Framesub-modelboundaryby runnhghe RiverSevernmodelwith the observed
flows in the river and observed tide curveat Avonmouth, this was discounted as
being outside of the scope of the currentstudy. As such, the 1979 and 1965
events were both simulated with a constant water level in the River Severn,
allowing a free outfall through the tidalflap on the River Fromeat Framilode.
4.3 Fluvial inflows
The fluvial inflows for each model foreach calibration event were taken directly
from the flow hydrographs derived inthe hydrological componentof the study.
During the actual calibration there wassome molfication to the timings and to
the baseflowsof thesehydrographs, butthese alterationsare discussed In full In
the appropriate sections. The lateralInflow hydrographswere proportioned as
discussed in section 3.8.
4.4 Calibration of Ebley Mill gauging station
In order to ensure that the model accurately modelled the relationshipbetween
stage and dischargeat EbleyWI weir,cabration was undertaken of a sub-model
of the Ebleyarea.Thisextendedfrom downstreamof the confluenceof the River
Frome and Nailsworth Stream to downstreamof Ebley Mill bridge. This sub-
model was calibrated against two setsof flows and levels:
the May 1979 flood event
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- the flows and levels recorded from the Ebley physicalmodel previously in
the study.
The work was undertaken by producing a small sub-model of the Ebley area,
extending between sections RFA_133 and RFA_143 and neglecting the
Dudbridge Bypass canal, but otherwise identical to the same area in the Lower
Fromesub-model. EbleyMinweirwas splitup Into threeseparate weir elements,
andthesewere givenstandarddischargecoefficients. The recorded flow for the
May 1979 event or steady flows equivalent to thosemodelled in the physical
model study were then used as the upstreaminflowfor the model. The level at
RFA_139 was then matched to that recorded for the event by adjusting the
discharge coefficients for each of the threeweir elements.
Calibration for the 1979 event was carded out by using the recorded flows at
Ebley (predicted by the NRA rating from observed levels) as the model input,
whilstthedownstreamtailwater level was fixed at a constant 29.80tn. This gave
freeflowconditionsoverthe weir throughoutthe eventand this simplification can
be acceptedas the physicalmodel showed no signsof drowning of the weir until
flows in excess of 50 cumecs begin to surcharge thebridge downstream of the
weir. The embankment coefficients for the left bankaround Ebley weir were
given a discharge coefficient and drowning ratio of 0.40, values shown in a
numberof previousstudies to provide an acceptablerepresentation of flow over
embanthients. The weir flow coefficientsfor the threeelements of the weir were
then adjusted until the predicted level hydrographfor the 1979 event matched
that observed at the station. A calibration to within 20mm was achieved
throughout the event, with the peak level being matched exactly. The stage
hydrograph from this calibration is shown in Figure5.
Calb rationfor the steadyflows modelledwith the physicalmodel was carried out
usinga steppedflow hydrographat the upstream boundary which gave a series
of steadyflowseach of eight hours duration, whilst the matching physical model
tailwaterlevelswere appliedto the downstreamboundary. No further adjustment
of theweir or embankmentcoefficientswascanted outduring this calibration, and
the results are shown InTable 14. Theseshow that,except at a flow of 20m3/s
wherethe predictionsdifferby 70mm, the physical modeland SALMON-F model
agree to within 50mm for flows up to 50m31s.Thisis sufficient to cover all the
flowsto be modelledwithin this study (ie up to the 150year retum period event).
The larger difference at the flow of 20m3/soccurs at approximately bankfull,
where the approximations within SALMON-F relating to the modelling of
embankments (a single mean level is calculated from the input data) have
greatest significance.
4.5 January 1994 event
Forthe January 1994 event, observed level data wereavailable at the following
locations:
Upper Frome sub-Model
Thrupp (C3 continuous level gauge)
Golden Valley (C4 continuous level gauge)
Brimscombe (M6 peak level gauge)
Chafford (M7 peak level gauge)














(C1 continuous level gauge)
(C5 continuous level gauge)
(M10 peak level gauge)
(C2 continuous level recorder)
(gauging station)
(M4 peak level gauge)
(M1 peak level gauge)
(M5 peak level gauge)
(M8 peak level gauge)
(M9 peak level gauge).
These levels are detailed in Table 15. There Is some doubt attached to the peak
levels recorded in the upper catchment, since a slightly higher event was
recorded In some locations subsequent to that modelled for the calibration. The
levels were read on the day of the peak of the calibration event, 5 January 1994,
at an unknown time, and also on 23 February. At a number of the peak level
recorders, the peak reading on 23 February exceeded that of 5 February,
implying a second, greater event between the two dates. However, an
alternative possbility is that the peak levels were collected prior to the peak of the
event, and therefore that the second level may refer to the peak of the actual
calbration event. Additionally, the level record at the Thnipp and Golden Valley
gauges shown In Figures 8 and 9 does not show a hydrograph with a distinct
peak as such, but more a continuously increasing flow in this part of the river
throughout the event. There is some doubt with regard to the M9 and MEIgauges
at Saul and Framilode which, though both read on the same day, have a level
difference of 1.250m along a reach of c.700m in length, and which is controlled
by a structure.
The initial calibration for this event showed that the high underlying baseflows
were not being predicted by the hydrobgical model. In discussion with NRA-ST,
it was decided to raise the beset low component of the hydrograph, though
without altering the peak of the event. This was achieved by identifying the
shortfall in baseflow at Ebley Min weir, around 7m3/s, then proportioning this
additional flow required throughout the catchment based on the size of the
baseflow predicted by the hydrological study.
Additionally, from the timing of the peak at Dudbridge and at Egypt Min it was
clear that the hydrological Inputs for the Nailsworth Stream, PainswIck Stream,
Slad Brook and Ruscombe Brook all needed to be retarded slightly in order for
the time of the peak levels at Egypt Mill and Dudbridge Weir to match with those
observed. As such, the inflows for the Slad Brook, Painswick Stream and
Ruscombe Brook have been delayed by 2.5 hours, and those for the Nai[swarth
Stream and its lateral inflow by 1.5 hours. This modification was then carried into
the timings for the May 1979 and December 1965 calibration events and the
design events.
The calbration results at the continuous level recorders and at Ebley Mill for the
1994 event are shown in Figures 6 to 12,and a comparison of peak levels at all
sites is given in Table 15. Accepting the nearest value for locations M6 and M5,
then all of the sites except for M7 and M9are calibrated to within 80mm, with the




4.6 May 1979 flood event
Forthe eventoccurringon 30 May 1979, observeddataIsonlyavailablein the
fomi of flows and levelsat EbleyMill,andthese areplottedagainstthe model
predictionsinFigures13 and 14. However,levelsatthe calibrationpointsused
forthe 1994 eventare alsogivenfor comparativepurposesinTable 16.
The calibrationplotsshowa peakstageat Ebleyof32.008m comparedwitha
recorded peak of 31.923m, a differenceof 85mm. This differencemust be
attnbutabletotheoverpredoctionfthe peakdischargeat the siteas the previous
calibrationof Ebley Mill weir gives an exact stagematch for the recorded
discharge.Thepeakflowpredictionbythemodelis21.3m3/scomparedwiththe
rated flow of 19.2 m3/s, an overpredictionof c.10%. The shape of the
hydrographs is, however, reasonably good althoughthe high baseflow
component which persistsafter the peak of the event is not represented.
Becauseof the limitedamountof data forthis event,no adjustmentsof model
parameterswere made and thisevent can thereforebe consideredas purely
verifyingsomeofthe modelcharacteristicsfor flowsupto bankfullat Ebley.
4.7 December 1965 flood event
The December1965 eventdiffersfromthe otherIwocalibrationevents In that
therearea largenumberof levelobservationson theRiverFromeforthe event,
but no record of the floodhydrographexists. Themodelinflowsare therefore
purelybasedonthe FSR modellingofthe rainfallforthe eventas discussedin
Chapter2, withoutanyflowvalidationdata. The predictedstageand discharge
hydrographsat EbleyMillare showninFigures15and16, andthese indicatea
distinctriplepeakedevent.Thelevelobservationshavebeen extractedby NRA-
ST fromtheirlevelbooks,thoughthe qualityof a numberof these is unknown.
Theobservedandpredictedlevelsfor thisevent aregiveninTable 17. It should
benotedthatonlyoneadjustmentwas madeto themodeltoaccountforpossible
changes in the conditionand operationof structures ince 1965. This was at
Meadow Mill where a significantlyhigher headlosscoefficientwas used to
representhepresencein1965ofthemillsluiceswhithhave nowbeen removed.
Atthernajorityoflocationsforwhichobservationsareavailable,water levelsare
matched to within 0.16m which in view of the uncertaintiesin the input
hydrographs,qualityof levelrecordsandthe dateofthe event Is reasonable.
4.8 Calibration parameters
The finalvaluesof the roughnessand structurecoefficientsare listedinTables
18, 19, 20 and21.
Channelroughnesseswereincreasedfromthe initialvaluesofa ks of0.6m inthe
channel and 2.0m on the floodplainwhere necessaryin order to reproduce
observedwater levels. However,as discussedinsection4.9, in much of the
model water levelswere foundto be Insensitivetoroughnessand were more
dependenton localstructurecoefficients.Floodplainroughnesseswere setto
a ksof 2.0mthroughouthe model.
As withroughnessvalues,structuredischargeanddrowningcoefficientswere
adjustedwhere appropriateto reproduceobservedwater levels. In general
structure coefficientswere not altered unless the changes were justified.
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Changes in discharge coefficientsfrom the default values were made where
approach conditions were thougit to be particularly poor, for instance at very
narrow side sluices.
Embankment coefficients were setthroughout the model to have a discharge
coefficientand drowningcoefficientof0.40. This is a value found in a number of
studies to represent flow satisfactorilyacross an embankment modelled as a
broad crested weir which is the representationused within SALMON-F.
4.9 Discussion of calibration results
For the 1994 calibration event peakwater levels are within 70mm throughout
most points in the model. The unsatisfactorycalibration at M7 may be due to the
representationof the supercritical ornear-supercritical flow which occurs at this
site, combinedwith the complex channelgeometry where the river turns through
90 degrees downstream of the gauge. The level at M9 appears to be
inconsistent with that at M8, indicatingthat the peak level recorded is either
baccurate, or that it relatesto a previoushigh level In this tidally influenced reach
of the Lower Frome. 11seems improbablethat a water surface slope of 1 in 460
could be obtainedin a reachof the riverwhere levels are in the backwater of the
tidal outfall.
For this eventthe modelalso showsageneral tendency for the model to produce
a limited attenuation of the flood asit passes down the model and as such the
predicted peak occurs tco early byabout 1 hour and is over the observed peak
level by 5941vn,Figure12. The dischargepeak exceeds that calculated from the
aley ratingby about 1 m3/swhichrepresentsan overestimateof 10%. The 1979
peak is overpredicted by a simaaramount, but the timing of the peak is
considerably better, Figure 14. ln thecase of both events the raised baseflow
occurring after the peak of the eventisnot found in the model. This is however
a function of the limitations of the hydrological study with regard to modelling
baseflows and as such is discussedindetail elsewhere.
The 1965event in theoryprovidesthemost valuable set of data against which to
calibrate due to this being a major flood event This has to be qualified by
reservations over the quality of the level readings which were collected either
during or afterthe floodevent;over changesh the river system which have taken
place over the 30 yearssincethe evmtoccurred; and over the lack of calibration
data against which to compare the flowsbeing modelled. Of these, changes in
the river system, and in particular inthe condition of structures along the river
system, many of which are now abandoned,are of the greatest concern. As
such, where predictedwater levels havediffered significantly from the observed,
then possible causes for this have been sought prior to canying out any
adjustment of the model parameters. The predicted level is outside of the
recorded level by more than 150mmina number of locations, and the locations
of these and possible causes are consideredbelow.
RFA_331 - d/s Red Lion Pub
Supemdtbalfbw occurs at thispoint, andthe model has been simplified in terms
of the representationof the bridge in orderto cope with this. The predicted level
is, however, conservative (+0.542rn).
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RFA_271 - u/s Bourne Mill
This is a complex area where the exact location of the level is unknown, but is
downstream of a structure which Is now disused, and is represented as such in
the model. It is possthle that operation of this structure would have produced a
significant increase in water levels immediately downstream of ft.
RFA_232 - u/s Phoenix Mills
The level here is underpredicted, possibly due to operation of a now disused
sluice adjoining the weir structure.
RFA_184 - u/s canal syphon
RFA_183 - d/s canal syphon
The levels both upstream and downstream of the syphon are underpredicted for
unknown reasons. The upstream may possibly be due to blockage of the
syphon. Downstream the level could not be matched using roughness
coefficients and the reason for the discrepancy is unknown.
RFA2182 - u/s Railway Mill
The location of the recorded level at this site is unknown and the structure is now
dlapidated. The lower level may be a function of the blockage of the sluice parts
of the structure which has now occurred.
RFA_175 - Walbridge
RFA_172 - Wallbridge
Both levels in the vicinity of Wallbridge are below the observed levels. The level
at RFA_172 may be unreliable, whilst the exact location of the level assumed to
be at RFA_175 is unknown. The steepness of this reach of the river means that
supercritical flow is also present and this may also be a factor in the predicted
and observed level discrepancy.
RFA_104 - u/s Stanley Mills
The level at this site was taken immediately upstream of the sluices and weirs,
and as such may be in structure drawdown and as such is lower than that
predicted by the model where the drawdown is assumed to occur within the
structure cell. The level is hard to reconcile with that at RFA_106 upstream of
Stanley Mills bridge which the model matches satisfactorily and which would
imply an improbable water surface gradient.
RFA_087 - cl/s Stanley Downton
The level at this point is underpredicted by 0.592rn for reasons unknown. This
reach of the model is insensitive to roughness coefficients and is also outside of
any structure backwater. The level may be a function of a lack of discharge
within the southern channel, possibly due to the assumption that Stanley Mills
sluices are now inoperable.
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RFA_054 - ids Millend Mills
RFA_053 - Millend Mills
Both the levels at Millend appear excessively high. The level downstream of the
mill may be a function of the blockage of the footbridge in the reach downstream.
However, the upstream level would Imply overtopping of a 500m stretch of bank
which has a level 0.4m below that of the observed level. This seems unlikely as
the floodplain onto which the water is spilling would require a depth of water of
over 2m in order to drown the flow over the embankment.
RFD_061 - Upper Mills Bridge
The exact location of this level is unknown, and it is in the vicinity of a bridge
which has been replaced recently in connection with the new Ryeford Bypass.
RFD_033 - Ws Lower Mills
This observation is downstream of the now disused side sluices at the mill
complex. Operation of these sluices may have produced a different distribution
of flow around Lower Mils which may account for the higher level in this channel
than predicted.
CELL 52 - clis railway bank
This level was taken in the abandoned central channel of the Frome almost
immediately downstream of the railway. The level predicted by the model
represents an average for the cell in which the observation was taken. A
significant water surface slope along theabandoned channel may therefore result
in the observed level being significantly higher than the model prediction.
CELL 81 - Ryeford Road
This level was taken close to the Ryeford Road in the vicinity of the railway, and
is associated with flow through the Ryeford Road bridge. The flow is predicted by
the SALMON-F model, but as in the case of the railway embankment above the
model gWes a single level for the whole cell downstream of this point.
Additionally there have been significant improvements in the bridge and culvert
arrangements for water on the north side of the railway in association with the
new road bypass which follows the line of the railway and these may have a
significant effect on water levels in the upper part of the Banty Ditch.
CELL 89 - Ryeford Saw Mills
CELL 90 - Ryeford Saw Mills
Both water levels on the floodplain upstream of Ryeford Road occur at the
extreme edges of floodplain cells, for example close to the river bank. This
impfies that they are lkely to be higher than the model precktions as in the cases
discussed above due to the single water level predicted by SALMON-F for each
cell.
CELL 85 - Ryeford Canal
The storage cell representing the canal in this reach is purely present in order to
provide an approximate representation of the storage available if the bank
between the river and canal upstream of Ryeford Saw Mills is overtopped.
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Changes in water level whith may be a function of flow into the reach of the canal
from elsewhere or due to other links between the canal and river which are not
included In the model are therefore not represented.
A general tendency observed in all three sub-models was an insensitivity to
roughness coefficients used for the channel reaches and also for the floodplain
sections. This is primarily thought to be a function of the steepness of the
majority of reaches, though also in many Iccations roughness effects are masked
by the backwater effect from stnictures. As such, roughness values have in the
main remained at the default values to which they were set in the initial phases
of the modelling. However, it has been observed in some reaches, in particular
the smallerchannels, that small increases in discharge can produce a significant
increase in modelled levels. This suggests that where flow splits occur in the
model, in particular in the Ryeford area, that level predictions are particularly
sensitive to the volume of water flowing along each channel.
5 Design event tests and floodplainmappin
5.1 Introduction
The primary aim of the Frome study was to produce maps defining the extent of
the Frome floodplain for a series of six design flood events. These represent
estimates of the 5, 10, 25,50, 100 and 150 year flood events on the river system.
The hflows for the events were produced in the hydrological study as described
in Chapter 2, with the slight modifications in timing described in Section 4.5. The
tidal hydrograph for the events was based on results taken from the River Severn
model where the standard 6.7m repeating spring tide used throughout the River
Severn study was simulated with the mean flow in the fluvial pan of the river.
This gave a tidal hydrograph at Framilode which repeats between 5.00m and
7.49m and which was used as a downstream condition for all of the design event
tests. This hydrograph is shown in Figure 29.
There was no change to the model parameters between the final calibration of the
model and the design events. However, it was assumed that all sluice gates
which were physically capable of being operated would be fully open during the
design events, or in the case of the lower return period events would be open as
far as necessary to prevent upstream flooding.
5.2 Test results
Frtal the simulation of the six design events, peak levels at every model section
and floodplain cell were extracted giving a total of over 1000 points with predicted
peak water levels. Additionally, peak flows at every river, floodplain,
embankment and causeway section were also extracted f rom the modeL From
this infortnation it was then possible to draw up the following presentations of the
modelled data.
An annotated table of peak flow and level at every river section. This is
presented in Appendix 1, together with the peak water levels for each
floodplain cell. Selected peak levels for.the design events are presented in
Table 22, along with the peak total flow predicted at Ebley Mill.
• Long profiles for each model reach of maximum water level, bank levels
and minimum bed level. These were produced using AutoCAD and plotted
at a scale of 1:5000 horizontally and 1:50 vertically. These plots are
presented in Volume 3 of the report.
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12500 scalecontoured floodplainmaps of the River Frome. The 100year
return period flood event is presentedon one set of maps as Volume 4 of
this report, and the 5, 10125,50 and 150year events are presented as a
furtherset of maps in Volume5. For the 100 year event, properties at risk
of floodinghave been identifiedfromtheir threshold levels and are identified
on the maps. A list of all thethreshold levels identifying the properties at
risk of flooding is presented inAppendix 2.
5.3 Method of floodplain mapping
The fbodplain maps were producedbycombining a number of separate sources
of information. Firstly, contoured plansof the River Frome at 1:2500 scale were
provided by NRA-ST. These had been produced from three separate aerial
surveysof the riverand from a groundsurvey of the reach above Chalford. The
peak water levels at every river sectionwere then plotted onto these maps to
producean envelope of channel andadjacent floodplain peak flood levels. The
peak water levels it each ficooblaincellwere then identified and plotted onto the
same set of maps. As each floodplaincell is assumed by SALMON-F to have a
single constant water level, it was then necessary to interpolate a continuous
water level surface from the level information. This then gave an envelope of
flooding on the floodplain. The finalrefinement was to identify every location
where flow onto the floodplain was occuning and to extend the flooded outlines
to include these areas as part of thefloodplain.
One set of maps was produced forthe 100 year event by this method whilst a
secondsetwas used to depict the floodedoutlinesfor the other events. For the
100year fioodevent,maps indicatingproperly threshold levels were supplied by
NRA-STtogetherwith a listingof the addressesof each mapped property. From
this information,propertiesat tisk of tloodingin the 100 year event were identified
as accurately as possible. The process was complicated by discrepancies
between the information on the fistof threshold levels and information on the
thresholdmaps. As such, some propertiesat riskof flooding may not appear on
the address1st. Additionally,where propertiesareprotected by features such as
walls then they may be indicated asat risk of flooding as without full surveys of
the protection it is not possble to identifywhether they may be protected from
channel or floodplain water levels.
For the Nailsworth Stream no informationwas available on general floodplain
levelsand threshold levels so it has notbeen possible to prepare maps of flood
extent or lists of flooded properties. Theresults are therefore presented purely
in tabular form and do not form part of the following discussion.
5.4 Discussion of results
The following discussion of the resultsof the design event testing has been
structuredon a reachby reach basis for clarity. The reaches are presented in a
downstream to upstream order to matchthe order of the floodplain maps.
Wheatenhurst Sluices to A38
This reach is characterised by embankmentson both sides of the river. The
resultsof the designtests indicatethat neitherembankment is overtopped by any
of the designevents tested. The right bankfloodplain is dry for the 5 year event
but for the larger magnitude events flowoccurs through the culverts on the right
bank of the A28 andthe tloodplainthenactspurely as floodplain storage. For the
100 year event and over the levels onthe floodplain are sufficient for water to
reach the StroudwaterCanalthough thisendsin highground at both ends. It has




beenassumedfor the designtests that the sluice carryingWalk Rhine under the
Framewill bedosed to prevent flooding of the left bankfloodplain from the Walk
Rhine. A featureof this reachis thearea of dry groundbetween the A38 culverts
and the river upstream of Franebridge, which resultsfrom the line of higher
ground running from the A38 along the floodplain.
A38 to Meadow Bridge
Meadow Mill is the cause of a significant headloss for all the events modelled.
Thishas the effectof forcing flow over the embankmentsupstream and onto the
floodplain for events exceeding 5 years in return period. Localised flooding
occurs for the 10 year event, whilst for the 25 yearevent the whole of the left
floodplain between the A38 and Meadow Bridge isflooded. Flow onto the right
floodplain upstream of Meadow Mill is prevented from passing down the
floodplah by the higherground that the mill buildhgs stand on and as such right
bankfloodingis restrictedto upstreamof Meadow Milland downstream of the M5
embankment.The millbuildingsthemselvesare at riskof flooding in the 100 year
event. The caravan park immediately downstreamof Meadow Bridge is just at
a sufficiently high level not to be flooded by the 100 year flood event but is
threatened by the 150year event.
Meadow Bridge to Railway Embankment
This reach is characterisedby the spiritingof the riverinto two main southern and
northern channels. However, in the vicinity of Churchenda number of smaller
channels are also present. The splitting of the channelsin this way produces a
widecentralfbodplain whichis significantly lower thannormal water levels in the
two channels. As a result, this central area is fioodedfor all the design events
tested. Flow onto the floodplain comes from upstream of Bonds Mill, from
upstream of the Market Garden Weir, and from locationson the south channel
where the banks are lower. Once on the central fbodplain, flow passes under
MillendLanevia culvertsand returns to the northern channel downstream of this
point. For events of 50 years and over Millend Laneitself is overtopped. The
buildingsat BondsMill are at risk of flooding for the100year event as are those
at Beards Mill.
Railway Embankment to Downton Road
Upstreamof the railwaythe river maintains two separatechannels, but the width
of the central floodplain decreases considerably. Bridgend Mill is the major
feature on the north branch of the Fromeand for allthe design events flooding
occurs upstreamof the mill on the right floodplain. This progressively increases
and for the 100 year event properties at the mthare-at risk of flooding. The
northernroad intothemillformsan obstructionto flowaround the north of the mill
buildings.
For all the events, flow occurs onto the central floodplain from both channels
upstream of the railway embankment. Additionally, for the 100 and 150 year
events flow will cross Downton Road itself and willflood the upper part of the
floodplain.
Downton Road to Ebley Refuse Tip
This reachsees an expansionin width of the centralfloodplain, together with the
presenceof a third channel, the Banty Ditch, whichruns between the north and
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south channels. The Banty Ditchis significantlylower than the other two
channelsandthistoms the lineoffloodingalongthe floodplain.Downstreamof
RyefordRoadthereisnofloodingfromthe southchannelontothefloodplainfor
anyoftheeventsmodelled,thoughimmediatelydownstreamthe floodenvelope
links with the relictchannel leadngfrom StanleyMills. Flowfromthe north
channel ontothe floodplainoccursfrom upstreamof UpperMillsand fromthe
areabetweenUpperMillsendBridgendKennels.Flowalsooccursfrombetween
RyefordSaw Millsculvertand thedisusedrailway(nowa newroad)whichthen
linksthrougha smallculvertto the BantyDitch. This isreflectedinthe patternof
flooded propertiesalongthe lowerhalf of the reach, all of whichlie alongthe
northchannel. The exceptionstothisare twopropertiesat StanleyMillswhich
are potentiallyat riskof flooding.
Upstream of RyefordRoad,floodngof the centralarea ismoreextensiveand
flow occursfrom bothof the riverchannels. The overtoppingbecomesmore
extensiveforeachofthedesigneventsresultingina greaterdepthoffloodingon
thecentralfloodplain. Forthe 25 yeardesign eventandoverflowoccursalong
the lineofthe oldrailwaythroughRyefordRoadand ontothe centralfloodplain
downstream.Therepresentationofhisin the modelhasbeenbasedon existing
dataontheralwayand floodplainlayoutas itwasunderstoodthatthe new road
wastomaintaintheexistinggroundlevels. If thishas notbeenthecasethenthe
constructionof the new roadmay besignificantinalteringthe flowpatternsand
depthsofflooding.
Ebiey Refuse Tip to Dudbridge Culvert
The refusetipat Ebleyrestrictsall theSowIn the Frometoa narrowchannelwith
no floodplainpriorto splittingintothenorth andsouthchannelsdownstreamof
this point. Upstreamof thetip, thechannelbneflysplitsintwoforthe milland
bypass channelsat the Corn Mill itselfbefore returningto a singlechannel
throughoutthe reachto Dudbridge.The structuresat EbleyCornMillresultin
flow beingforcedontothe leftflooddainupstreamof the millfor all the design
events, thoughfor the 5 year eventthisads purelyas storage. Forthe other
eventsflowis able to bypassthe structuresviathis route. Flowontothe right
floodplainoccursforthe10 year eventendover,thoughthisis unableto bypass
the mill due to highgroundto the north.For the 100 year eventthe buildings
aroundthe Com Millare at riskof flooding.
AtEbleyMillthe channelIsagainrestrictedbythemill buildingsandthe railway
thoughbypassingofthe gaugingweiratEbley occursforflowsof 25 year return
periodand over. Flowoccursovertheriverbankover the leftbankadjacentto
the confluenceof the riverwiththe DudbridgeReliefChannel. Floodingof the
playingfieldsbetweenthe canalandtheriver occursfor the50 yearfloodevent
and over.
Dudbridge Culvert to Bath Road Bridge
BetweenDucbriclgeandBathRoadtheFrome isgenerallytightlyconstrainedto
a singlechannelwithnofloodplarn.Floodingof Redler'sworksis possibleforthe
50 year event and over thoughthemechanicsof the floodingare difficulto
represent withinthe model. Dependenton howwater may flowthroughthe
Redler'ssitethenotherpropertiesadjacento the DudbridgeRoadmayalsobe
at risk. The floodingoccursfroma lowpointonthe rightbankat the upstream
end of the works. The river is thenconstrainedagain untilFromehallMill is
reached where the river flowsthrougha complicatedseriesof culvertsand
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structures. Flooding of the area to the north of the mills occurs for the 25 year
eventand over from the upstream mill pond. A hydraulic link between the canal
and the riverhas not been hcluded in the model at thispoint though it is possible
thatwater levels in the canal may be high enough toovertop the canal bank into
this area.
At LodgernoreMills, water levels in the millpond appearnot to exceed the level
required for flooding of the mill buildings. However,potential flooding of one of
the buildings in the 100 year flood has been indicatedas the threshold level is
below the level of the upstream water level although it is unclear where the
threshokffor the buildhg is. Upstreamof LodgemoreMills flooding occurs of the
depot to the north of the Meerfor the 100year eventand over. This is primarily
due to the poor culvert opening at the entrance to LodgemareMill Pond.
Bath Road Bridge to Thames and Severn Canal Syphon
This is one of the steepest reaches of the model andflow is near supercritical
along much of the reach for all the events. Some inaccuracy in the water level
predictions is therefore likely. Flooding of the properties on the left bank
upstream of Bath Road Bridge is predicted for the 100year flood event but the
restof this reach is deeply Incisedand there is no riskof other flooding for any of
the events.
Thames and Severn Canal Syphon to Brimacombe Pond
Upstreamof the syphon,some interactionoccurs betweenthe canal and the river
for the larger events. However, the river is again within a deep channel until
upstreamof the housing estateat Bowbridge. Theriver channel then becomes
noticeablysmallerand begins a series of frequent bifurcations around the many
mill buildings and structures which are present. Ingeneral, the channel splits
producea centralarea of undevelopedlbodplain intowhich the larger floods can
spill. However, the model identifies that localised properties are at risk of
fboding. Forthe 100year event these include worksat Stafford Mills, Griffin Mill
and Phoenix Mill. One of the industrial units upstreamof the caravan park at
Thrupp is also at risk of flooding for the 100year event.
Brimscombe Pond to Wimberley Mills
At Brimscombe Pond flow occurs onto the left bankfloodplatn from upstream of
the culvert leading into the pond for events of 25 year return period and over.
This results in the potential flooding of a number of properties in this area. The
river is then constrained through _a number of culverts and bridges until
BrimscombePort is reached. Herethere is flooding for the 100 year event of the
Benson'ssite,thoughthere is nofloodingfrom any eventof the Brimscombe Port
IndustrialEstate. This is protectedby a lineof slightlyhigher land and walls along
the right bank of the river.
At Boume Mills flooding occurs for the 100 year eventand there is a significant
area of flooding upstream of this point where flow from above the min control
structures spills across the downstreamfloodplain.
Wimberley Milts to Chalford Industrial Estate
Immediatelyupstreamof WirnberleyMills,flooding occurs of the site car park for
the 100year eventand over,though levelsare notsufficiently high to cause flow
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overland and through the mill buildngs. BetweenWimberley and Chalford two
areas of localised flooding then occur. At St Marys Mill, flow occurs from
upstream of the culvert at Ivy Cottageinto the low lying area between the river
and thecanalbut this doesnot threatenany properties. Similarly, flooding occurs
upstreamof St IlesMillwherethe channelssplit but no properties are at risk. For
the 100year event,ClayfreldsMilladjacentto the canal may be at risk of flooding
due to a low threshold level.
At Chalford Industrial Estate the river passes under the site through various
culverts and control structures, themain one of which is at the upstream end of
the site. Waterovertopsthe sluiceheadwallfor the 100year event and over and
a number of industrial units are thenat risk of flooding.
Chalford Industrial Estate to Whitehall Bridge
The model identities a number of properties at risk of flooding in the 100 year
event aroundChalford Bottom and RackHill, in particularalong the High Street.
Upstream of this point the river takeson a rural characteristic and there are a
limited number of properties affected by potential flooding. The right bank
floodplain upstream of Golden Valley Lock is flooded for all events, though
upstream of Ashmeade House thebank levels are sufficiently high to prevent
flooding. Two properties along this reach are at risk in the 100 year event,
including Ashmeade House.
Upstream of Bakers Mill the river interactswith Bakers reservoir and in the 100
year floodeventBakersMill itselfis threatenedwith flooding. The culvert at Puck
Mill is then the last significant structure on the river and this acts as a major
constrictiondue to its small size. Asa result, flooding occurs of the whole of the
floodplain upstream of this point andthis results for the 25 year event and over
in the canal carrying some of the floodflow.
6 Sensitivity tests
6.1 Introduction
In order to identify the sensitivity of the model to changes in flow and structure
coefficients a set of 4 sensitivity testswere carried out. The four tests were as
follows:
Increase in flow hydrographs by10%
Increase in flow hydrographs by20%.
Reductionof structure coefficientsby 10%
Reduction of structure coefficientsby 20%
These modificationswere rnodeOedwiththe 100 year flood event and the results
tabulated in a similar way to the designevent maximum levels. This table is
presented inAppendix3. Water level increasesare discussed in section 6.2 for
the flow sensitivity tests whilst Table 28 gives a list of model structures where
significant increases in upstream waterlevel occur for the structure coefficient
sensitivity tests. These are then discussed in section 6.3.
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6.2 Sensitivity to flows
For the purposesof the flow sensitivity tests every inflowwas increased by 10%
or 20%throughouteachhydrographfor the 100 year designevent. This gave an
increase in peak flow at Ebley Mill of 2.3m31sfor the10% increase and 4.9m3/s
for the 20% increase over the original peak flow for the 100 year event of
37.4m3/s. The table presented in Appendix 3 was then produced comparing
levelsat eachmodel section and cell for the existing 100year design event and
the 100year event with either a 10% or 20% increasein flow. From this table,
locations where the water level increase exceeded0.10m were identified, this
being considered a significant increase for these purposes. The following
discusseslocationswhere water level increases exceedthis limit on a reach by
reach basis.
Wheatenhurst Sluices to Fromebriclge Mill
This reach of the model shows an almost constant level Increase between the
two structures. Forthe 10%test,the increase In waterlevel only exceeds 0.10m
at section RFA_020. However, for the 20% test the level increase is between
0.09m and 0.29m throughout the reach.
Fromebridge Mill to Ebley Refuse Tip
This whole reachof the model is characterised by thegenerally small increases
in water levelElthe river for both sensitivity tests. Atthe same time water levels
on the floodplain increase indicating that the lack ofwater level increase in the
channel is the result of more water entering storage. The area of greatest
change in floodpiain levels ls around the A38 wherewater levels rise by up to
0.5mfor the 20% test, but large increases in water level also omur upstream of
Ryeford Road. Localised channel water level increasesoccur in the channels
upstreamof MeadowMidge (0.13mfor the10% test,0.19m for the 20% test) and
upstream of Beards Mill Bridge (0.07m and 0.12m).
Ebley Refuse Tip to the Thames and Severn Canal Syphon
At the bifurcation weirs at Ebley Refuse Tip the twotests produce water level
increases of 0.05m and 0.11m respectively, and there are similar increases
upstreamof EbleyCornMillbridge(0.04mand 0.11m)and Ebley Mill weir (0.06m
and 0.11m). However, for the reach of the river upstream of this point to
Lodgemore Mills there are no water level increases exceeding 0.10m. The
exceptionto this is the Dudbridge Relief Channel whichis sensitive to increases
in flow. Levels in the channel rise by around 0.10mfor the 10% test and up to
0.20m for the 20% test. Water levels upstream ofthe exit from Lodgemore Mill
pond risebyaround0.10mand0.15m forthe two testsuntil upstream of the Bath
Road Bridge where the channel steepens considerably.
Thames and Severn Canal Syphon to Stafford Mills
The syphon carrying the river under the canal appearsto be very sensitive to
increases in discharge. The 10% increase in flowgives a 0.22m rise in water
level, whilst a 20% increase results in a 0.43m risein water levels. An effect of
this is to cause a dramatic rise in levels within the disused canal due to flow
passing over the river banks downstream of ButterowBridge. Level increases
upstream of this point as far as Thrupp Works arethen of the order of 0.10m to
0.25m for the 10%test, and 0.16m to 0.45m for the20% test.
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Stafford Mills to Brimscombe Pond
Upstream of Stafford Mills water level increases are generally restricted to short
reaches where the 0.10m increase is exceeded. Between Griffin's Mill
Footbridge and Griffin's Mill bypass weir levels for the 20% test rise by 0.14m.
Levels in the bypass channel around Phoenix MiU also rise significantly, the
largest increases being 0.15m end 0.34m for the two tests upstream of the
Swimming Pool bridge at section RFA_229. Levels upstream of the Thrupp
caravan she bridge are also sensitive to discharge with the tests producing
increases of 023m and 0.50m respechvely. An increase of this magnitude would
be sufficient to cause flooding of thecaravan site on the left bank upstream of the
bridge. The level increase al the bridge gradually reduces upstream until
Brimscombe Pond is reached.
Brimscombe Pond to Belvedere Mill
The reach between Benson's culvert and Boume Mill is relatively sensitive to
increased discharge with a level increase of 0.18m throughout most of the reach
for the 29% sensitivity test. However, this increase is still insufficient to cause
flooding of Brirnscombe Port. A second localised increase occurs around
Wimberley Mills where levels between RFA_284 and RFA_288 rise by up to
0.18m for the 20% test. Water levels between St Marys Mill and St Iles Mill rise
by up to 0.39m for the 20% test at section RFA_310.
Belvedere Mill to Whitehall Bridge
Water level Increases throughout almost all of this reach exceed 0.10m for both
the sensitivity tests. A particularly significant increase is at Chatlord Industrial
Estate sluices where water levels rise by 0.24m and 0.37m for the two events
ensuring significantly more overtopping into the estate of the head wall for the
sluices. Between Red Lkin brdge and Ridley Mill water levels rise by 0.15m and
0.30m at almost every section. Upstream of Ridley Mill until Harley Lane is
reached level increases are only over 0.10m (0.13m to 0.15m) for the 20% test.
The reach between Harley Lane and Ashmead Sluices shows a dramatic rise in
water level in both the channel and on the floodplain. For the 10% test levels
increase by between 0.22rn and 0.25m, whilst for the 20% test the increase is
between 0.46m and 0.50m. Upstream of Ashmead sluices the increases only
exceed 0.10m for the 20% test where the level rise immediately upstream of the
structure is 0.31m. Bakers bridge is sensitive to discharge with upstream level
increases of 0.17m and 0.47m for the two tests. Above Bakers Mill sluices the
reservoir effectively limits level increases to below 0.10m until upstream of Puck
MUI. Here level increases of 0.16m and0.32 m for the tests occur throughout the
reach. One effect of these increases is to cause more flow into the canal in its
upper reaches.
The Nailsworth Stream
Due to the confined channel of the Nailsworth Stream, level increases occur
atnost everywhere for the two flow sensitivity tests. Between Selsley culvert and
the downstream end of Erinoid culvert level increases are between 0.21m and
0.30m for the 10% test, and between 0.47rnand 0.63m for the 20% test. Similar
level increases are apparent upstream of the culvert, between Erinoid bridge and
The Priory bridge. Above The priory increases do not exceed 0.10m for the 10%
test, but are between 0.18m and 0.24m for the 20% test.
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The most sensitive structures to increases in flow are the various culverts
canying the streamunderRooksmoorMill. Immediately upstream of Rooksmoor
Mill, levels increase by 0.50m for the 10%test, and 1.03rn for the 20% test. A
level increaseof this magnitudewouldbe 8<elyto causeextensive flooding along
the roaddownthe NalsworthvalleythoughItnitationson the available data mean
thatthis Lsnotfully represented in the Nailsworth Streammodel. The backwater
from Rooksinooraffects the reachupstream as fares Birds Crossing so it is not
possible to determine the level increase in this reach due to the increase in
discharge alone.
Once upstream of Birds Crossing there is then a long reach as far as Merretts
Mills where water level increases are reasonably consistent, varying between
0.13m and 0.29m for the 10%test, and between 0.25mand 0.44m for the 20%
test. There are then a series of localised increases in the area of Critchley's
workswherewater levelincreasesare around 0.40mfor the 10%test and 0.80m
for the 20% test.
Fran DunkirkMiltsupto the culvertdownstream of Egypt Mill, water levels in the
reach show a constant patternof increase in both channels running beside the
old mill ponds. Levels in the right hand channel rise by between 0.07m and
0.13m for the 10% test, and between 0.15m and 0.23mfor the 20% test. In the
left hand channel the increases are around 0.15m and 0.27m for the two tests
throughout the reach.
For the remaining length of the model from the garage culvert to upstream of
Egypt Mill larger level increasesare again seen. These reach a peak of 0.27m
and 0.67m in the short reach downstream of EgyptMill before the culvert is
reached.
6.3 Sensitivity to structure coefficients
Changesto the structurecoefficientswere made by reducing every coefficient in
the model by either 10% or 20% as appropriate. The exception to this was at
bridges where the bridge effluxcoefficients were increased by the appropriate
amount to achieve an increase in upstream head. No changes were made to
coefficients relating to embankmentsor embankment structures.
From the results in Appendix3 ft is apparent thatthe effect of changing all the
coefficientsgloballyinthe modelproducesa patternof water level changes which
is not straightforward to intemret. For example, levels upstream of some
structures actually fall due to changes in the flow in the channel resulting from
otherstructurecoefficientchanges. Structures whereupstream water levels rise
by more than 0.10m have been identified in Table28. In the majority of these
cases level rises are localised and rietricted to immediately upstream of the
stmcture. However,insomelocationsthe level increasesare sufficient to cause
a significant increase in level throughout the reachupstream of the structure.
These latter cases are discussed below.
Thames and Severn Canal Syphon
The previousset of sensitivitytests indicated that this syphon is very sensitive to
increases in flow. However, the effect of a 20% reduction in coefficients is to
producean even largerincreasein upstreamwater level of 0.53m. This increase
appearsto affect sections until upstreamof Eagle Mill, though cleady there may
be some additional local increase in water level at these sites which is masked
by the level increase at the syphon. The increased water level downstream of
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Butterow Hill bridge may be the causeof the 0.22m increase in level upstream
which affects sections until upstreamof the second Bowbridgeestate bridge.
Thrupp Caravan Site Bridge
This bridge is not as sensitive to increases in the efflux coefficient as it is to
increases in discharge. However, water levels throughout the reach upstream
to the football ground at Brimscombepond are raised as a result. This rise in
level may be sufficient to cause flooding in the area of the caravan park.
Puck Mill Culvert
Upstreamof Puck Mill culvert the riverhas a relatively shallow gradient until the
upstream model boundary is reached. As a resuit, increases in water level
upstreamof the culvert affect both theriver reach, right bank floodplain and flow
into the canal upstream. A 20% reductionin structurecoefficients at this structure
results in an Increase in water levelsof 0.26m throughout this reach.
Rooksmoor Mill Culverts
The culverts under Rooksmoor MiDare as sensitive to decreases in structure
coefficientsas theyare to increasesindischarge. A 10% reduction in coefficients
produces an upstream increase in water level of 0.39m, whilst a 20% reduction
gives an increase of 0.84m. The effect of this then probably extends as far
upstreamas Station Road Works thoughthe effect of other struciures along the
reach may also be significant.
South Woodchester Works Bridge
A 20% reductionincoefficientsat thisbridge produces a 0.30m increase in water
level which then effects upstream levelsas far as Frogrnarsh Lane Bridge.
6.4 Discussion of results
The sensitivitytestscarriedout indicatehat water levels in the model, particularly
in the upstream reaches and in the Nailsworth Stream, are sensitive to the
estimates made of the structure coefficients and the inflow hydrographs. As
such, a smallerror in eitherof these couldlead to a much larger error in the peak
water level predicted. However, whatthe tests do tend to indicate is locations
where blockageof structuresor the channelmay be critical. Of major interest is
the finding that for the River Frome downstream of Dudbridge the model is
relatively insensitive to errors in the peak flow and assumed structure
coefficients. The main reason for this is that flow is able to find other routes
around structure complexes by spillingonto the floodplain. Assuming that the
coefficients used for ernbankments in the model are reasonable, and the
coefficientsusedare borneout both byprevious work on other modelling studies
and by the close match between the physical modeland SALMON-Fmodels of
Ebley gauging staticn, then the model results can be treated with a reasonable
degree of confidence.
Of moreconcern is the generalsensitivityin the upper reaches of the Frome from
the Thames and Severn Canal syphonto Whitehall Bridge to increases in peak
discharge. This suggests that minor discrepancies in flow pattern resulting for
example horn unmodelled links between the canal and the river may have a
significant effect on the model predictions. Whilst efforts have been made to
identifyand includein the model all the Inks between the channels, undoubtedly
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a number of links exist which have not been modelledas no information is
available as to their whereabouts or dimensions.
A nurnberof structureshave been identifiedwhere structureblockage is a major
concern and these can in general terms be taken asthose structures listed in
Table 28. Obviously of these structures some aremore critical than others in
terms of the effects of raised water levels resultingfrom structure blockage. In
particularFromehallMill,LodgemoreMill,the Thamesand Severn Canal syphon,
Thruppcaravan site bridge and Chalford Industrial Estatesluices are critical on
the River Frome. On the Nailsworth Stream the Rooksmoor culverts, Station
Road works structures at Critchleys are of concern.
7 Modelling of additional flows downstream of the
Gloucester to Sharpness Canaland the effects
of tide lock
7.1 Introduction
The drainage system of the River Frorne downstreamof Wheatenhurst Sluices
is complicated by the presence of the following factors:
the River Sevem
the Gloucester and Sharpness Canal
the River Frome offtake into the StroudwaterCanal.
The RiverSevernis tidal in this reachandhas periodicallyovertopped the Severn
flood defences. In order to preserve the continuityof the defences, the River
Framedischargesintothe Severnat Framilode througha pair of flap gates. The
Gloucesterand SharpnessCanal (GSC)actsas a feederchannel for water to the
PurtonTreatmentWorkswhich supply water to Bristol. Water is collected by the
canalfromthe RiverCam,fromthe RiverSevern (duringperiods of low flow) and
fromthe RiverFrome. Inthe case of the Rome, wateris diverted from upstream
of Wheatenhurst sluices into the old StroudwaterCanaland from there into the
GSC. As a resultof thisfunctionof the GSC,it incorporatesan overspill stnicture
adjacentto the siphonswhichcarrythe River Frorneunderneath ft. The overspill
structure is designed to discharge excess capacity in the GSC into the Frome
and from there into the River Severn through the tideflaps.
As a result of these interactions, the River Fromerespires a significant storage
capacity downstream of Wheatenhurst Sluices. Water passing through the
sluicesunderfloodconditions,as well as overspill fromthe GSC, may be unable
to exit through the tide flaps due to tide locking from the Severn. To
accommodate this, the embankments between the Frome channels and the
Severn floodplain are of the order of 9.5m to 10.0m in height, whilst those
between the twin Frorne channels are lower to allow for the storage of water
underextreme flows. Additionally, the carrying theWalk Rhine under the track
which branches to the north from Walk Bridge incorporates a wooden flap to
exclude water.
As part of the River Frome Study, NRA-ST requestedthat the effects of tide-
locking by the Severn, overspill from the GSC and flooding in the Frome be
considered together for this reach of the model.
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7.2 Modelling of flows andtides
The model used for this aspect of the study was the same as that used
previously, though the upstream model boundary was provided by the flows
taken fromthe mainmodelupstreamof Wheatenhurst Sluices. The model takes
no account of flow over the main Fromeembankmentsor over the Stroudwater
Canal, though models fully interaction between the twin channels and the
intermediate storage. This representationgives a limitation to the model which
is discussed in more detail below.
The 5, 10,25, 50 and 100 year fluvialfloods in the River Frome were combined
withstandard repeating tides with apeak level of 4.88m, 6.00m, 8.00m, 10.00m
and 10.50m. The lowtide level for eachof these lay between 4.00m and 4.50m.
The peak of the fluvial flood was timedto coincide with a peak tide level in the
RiverSevern,in order to give a 'worstcase scenario. Flows from the GSC were
represented in each test by a continuous inflow of 10m3/s into the lett hand
channel downstream of the siphon.
7.3 Results of additional modelling
The results of the modelling are presentedin tabular form in Tables 23 to 27.
These indicate that the primary control on water levels downstream of
Wheatenhurst Sluices is the periodof tide-locking due to levels in the River
Severn. Levels upstream of the tkleflaps are shown in Figure 30. The 4.88m
tide peaks at the level of the invert ofthe tide flaps. As such, no period of tide-
locking occurs and these can be consideredas the water levels which would
resuttfromeach returnperiodfloodconfined with the GSC overflow if the Frome
was freelydischarging. Forthe 5 yearevent,onlythe central floodplain upstream
of the GSCis flooded. However,foreventsof 10 year return period and over the
downstream area of storage is also filled. The floodplain between the
Stroudwater Canal and the left branchof the Frome upstream of the GSC, is
floodedonly by the 100year event. Water remains excluded from the floodplain
upstream of Walk Bridge by the flapon Walk Rhine upstream of its confluence
with the Framefor all events. Water levels In the channels for all the events are
well belowthe levelsof the surroundngembankments, so flooding is constrained
to within the Frome itself.
The 6.00m tide gives identical peak level results to those from the 4.88m tide.
Water levels are consistently at least1rnhigher upstream of the tide flaps than
downstream and as such the discharge through the flaps is only marginally
affected by the increased peak tide level. The upstream water levels are
therefore unchanged throughout theriverchannels and floodplain downstream
of Wheatenhurst Sluices.
The 8.00m tide produces a significant increase in water levels immediately
upstreamof the flapped outfall comparedto the 6.00m tide. However, the effect
of the weirdownstreamof FramilodeBridgecauses water levels upstream of this
point to increase only by a small amountfor all of the events modelled. The
majority of water level increase are ofthe region of 30mm or less upstream of
Framilode weir. The effect of these small increases is however significant in
relation to the 100 year flood event wherewater levels in cells 3 to 10 are all of
the order of 9.00mOD. There is also anincrease in water level over the smaller
tide events of 90mm in cells 1 and 2
The 10.00m tide results in peak waterlevels upstream of the tide flap which
exceed 9m OD for all the events. Thislevel is sufficient to cause a significant
increase in water levels throughout the whole system downstream of
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Wheatenhurstsluices. The effectof tide-lockingisparticularlyapparentinthat
water levelsdownstreamof Wheatenhurstsluicesare no more than 210mm
above those at the outfallfor any of the events, andalso there is virtuallyno
headiossacrossanyofthechannelstructuresexceptforthe canalsyphons. The
10.50mtideproducesonlya slightfurtherincreaseinpeak levelover the 10.00m
tide and showsa very similarpatternof water levelsand flooding. For both
events, the heightof the embankmentsalongthe Fromeissufficiento restrict
flooding to withinthe Frame floodplainitselfso thatno flowoccursonto the
Severnfloodplain.
One mainfeatureof thetwo largertide events isthewater levelreachedin cell
10. ThemodelsimplifiestheareaadjacentoWheatenhurstSluicesby assuming
that flow is not possibleback under the StmudwaterCanal into Walk Rhine
therebycausingfloodingofthelandto thesouthof thecanaland river. However,
waterlevelsofthemagnitudeol thoseresuttingfromthe 10.00 and 10.50mtides
for all the eventswouldbe likelyto floodthis landfromWalk Rhine itself. Asa
result,itmightbeexpectedthat floodingofthis landwouldproduceslightlylower
levels than thosepredictedby the modelas constructedthroughfillingof this
storagevia the culvertsunderthe StroudwaterCanal.
8 Conclusions
8.1 A combinedhydraulicand hydrologicalmodellingstudyhas been carried
outof the RiverFromeanditscatchmentat StroudinGloucestershire.
8.2 A physicalmodel of the Ebley Millgaugingstationwas constructedto
assess the ratingcurveforthe site. A new ratingcurvefor flowsgreater
thanbankfullwasdeveloped.
8.3 Rood StudiesReportrainfall-runoffproceduresbackedby availablelocal
data for the catchmentwere usedto developmodelsof the River Frome
subcatchments Thesemodelswere usedtopredictflowsper observed
flood eventsin 1994, 1979, and 1965. The1994 and 1979 eventswere
verifiedagainstactualdataat the EbleyMill gaugingstationthroughthe use
ofa RIBAMANroutingmodel.
8.4 TheverifiedFSRmodelswereusedtoprovideflowpredictionsfor the 1965
floodevent,andforthe 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 and150 year returnperiodflood
events.
8.5 Three SALMON-Fcomputationalhydraulicmodelsof the catchmentwere
constructed, includingthe whole of the-Main River Frome, and the
NailsworthstreamdownstreamofEgypt Mill.The modelswere basedon
data surveyedbetween1984 and1994.
8.6 The SALMON-Fmodelswerecalibratedforobservedfloodeventsin 1994,
1979 and 1965, the inflowhydrographswhichhad been producedin the
hydrologicalstudy. The calibrationfor the 1994eventwas satisfactoryat
most locations. Forthe 1965 eventthe calibrationwas unsatisfactoryat
some locations,thoughthis may be a functionof changes in structure
conditionand operationsince 1965.
8.7 The SALMON-Fmodelswere usedto simulatethe 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 and
150 year returnperiodfloodevents.
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8.8 floodplain maps for the 100year flood event andfor the 5, 10, 25, 50 and
150year floodeventshave beenproduced at 1:2500scale from contoured
plans of the river.
8.9 Sensitivitytests indicatethat themodel is relatively insensitive to peak flood
flowsand choiceof structurecoefficientsin the lower reaches of the model.
Thetests also indicate that waterlevels in the upper reaches of the model
are generally sensitive to increasesin peak discharge.
8.10 Modelling of the interaction of the River Frome, the Gloucester and
Sharpnesscanal and the RiverSevern has been carried out for a range of
flows and tide levels. The results indicate that the Frani defences are
adequate for the events modelled.
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Table 2 Estimation of unit hydrograph and losses


























































































































































































































































































































































































































NallsworthLower Frorne Stream Total
Total sections 482 765 200 1447
Total cells 376 531 173 1080
Rwar sections 343 354 165 862
Floodplain
sections
27 82 0 109
Embankment
sections
110 267 30 407
Causeway
sections
0 19 3 22
River cells 239 243 108 590
Structure cells 83 69 45 197
Floolaln cells 40 112 5 157
Junction cells 12 26 7 45
Brld es 28 23 22 73
Headlosses 9 4 7 20
Slulce elements 35 47 15 97
Weir elements 65 47 15 127
Si hon elements 2 1 0 3
Tide fla s 0 1 0 1
Permanent
breaches
10 1 0 11







Structure name Structure cell Elemente Element label



















Arundel! Mill RFA_186 WR ARUMLWRI













Butterow Hill RFA_192 BR BUT1-11LBR
BrId e RFA 193


Bowbrldge Estate RFA_194 BR BOWESBR1
BrId e RFA 195


Housing Estate RFA_198 BR BOWESBR2
Llnk Brid e RFA 199


















Griffin's Mill RFA_214 HL GRFMLBR1
Footbrid e RFA 215


Gr1ffin'sMill RFA_217 SL GRFBYSL1







Griffin Mill Estate RFA_219 BR GRFACSBR
Brid e RFA 220


Griffin Mill Estate RFA_221 BR GRFMLBR2
BrId e 2 RFA 222














Structure name Structure cell Element e Element label
Phoenix Mill Lock RFA_226 BR HAMLCKBR
Footbrid a RFA 227
Swimming Pool RFA_228 BR SWMPOLBR
Footbrld e RFA 229
Phoenix Mill RFA_230 WR PHXBYWR1





Thrupp Works RFA_233 BR PHXACSBR
Brid e 1 RFA 234
Thrupp Works RFA_235 BR PHXFTPBR
Brid e 2 RFA 236
Thrupp Works RFA_237 SL PHXESSL1





Thrupp Works RFA_239 BR HAKSIDBR
Brid e 3 RFA 240
Caravan Park RFA_241 BR THPCVNBR
Brid e RFA 242
Brimscombe Mill RFA_249 SL BRIPOSL1
Pond Sluices RFA_250 SL BRIPOSL2
	
WR BRIPOWR1
Brimscombe Mill RFA_252 HL BRIPOCUL
Pond Culvert RFA 253
Brimscombe Hill RFA_254 BR BRIMSCBR
Brid a RFA 255
Brimscombe Port RFA_256 BR BURKETBR
Era Bdd e RFA 257
Brimscombe Mill RFA_258 HL BENSNBR1
Culvert RFA 259
Brimscombe Mill RFA_260 BR BENSNBR2
Access Brid e
Bdmscombe Mill RFA_262 SL PTINDSL1











Structure name Structure cell Elemente Element label











Butterow Hill SCB_006 HL BUTCANBR
Canal Brid e SCB 007














Wimberley lock SCC_005 SL WIMCNSL1




St Maiys Mill SCC_013 WR ILECNCUL
Canal Culvert SCC 014










Greystones SCC_019 SL CHCANCV1
Canal Culvert SCC 020














Golden Valley SCC 030 WR GOLDVWR1
lock Weir SCC 032 WR GOLDVWR2
Bakers Mill Lower SCC_046 WR BAKCNWR1







































Table 6 Lower Frome sub-model structure
elements
Structure name Structure cell Elemente Element label
Dudbridge Weir NSA_001 WR NLSOUTWR


NSA 002 SL NLSOUTSL




Upper Framilode RFA_002 SL UFRAMSL1



















Whitminster West RFA_012 WR WHILHWR1







Whitminster RFA_015 BR WHITMIBR
Brid e RFA 016


Wheatenhurst RFA_018 SL WHEATESL




Walk Rhine RFA_023 BR WALKRHBR
Brid e RFA 024


































































































Ebley Corn Mill RFA_125
Sluices RFA 126
Ebley Corn Mill RFA_128
Brid e REA 129
Ebley Mill Bridge REAt 35
RFA 136










































Structure name Structure cell Element e Element label
Fromehall Mill RFA_156 WR FROMLWR1










Fromehall Mill RFA_159 BR FRMILLBR
Bdd e RFA 160


Lodgemore RFA_163A BR LOMILLBR
Brid e RFA 164


Lodgemore Mills RFA_165 SL LODMLSL1
































Whitmlnster East RFB_007 SL WHIRHSLI













Spring Hill Weir RFC_001 WR CARVPWRI


RFC 001A WR CARVPWR2
Churchend RFC_005 BR CHESCHBR
Brid e RFC 006


Churchend Weir RFC_007 WR CHESCWR1


RFC 008 WR CHESCWR2
Millend Lane RFD_003 BR MILENDBR
Brid e RFD 004


Churchend RFD_007 SL CHESLSL1







Structure name Structure cell Element e Element label
Bonds Mill RFD_019 SL BONCUSL1
	
RFD 020 SL BONCUSL2
GWR RFD_025 HL GWREMBBR
Embankment RFD_026
BrId e
Ocean Pool RFD_026 BR OCPOOLBR
BrId e RFD 027
Bddgend Mill RFD_034 SL BRIDGSL1
Side Weir RFD 035 SL BRIDGSL2
Brldgend Mill RFD_037 BR BRIDMIBR
Brid e RFD 038
Bridgend RED_043 BR BRKENNBR
Kennels Brid e RFD 044
Brldgend RFD_047 SL BRIKENSL
Kennels Sluices RFD 048
Downton road RED_050 BR DOWNFTBR
Footbrid e RFD 051
Upper Mills RFD_052 BR UPMIFTBR
Footbrid e RFD 053
Upper Mills FIED_054 SL UPMILLSL
Sluices RFD 055
Upper Mills RFD_060 BR UPMILLBR
Brid e RFD 061
Ryeford Saw RED_067 - SL RYEFDSL1
Mills Culvert FIED_068 SL RYEFDSL2
	
WR RYEFDWR1
Refuse llp Weir RED_078 WR REFWR1-1
3 RFD 079
Refuse Tip Weir RFD_080 WR REFWR2-1
2 RFD 081 WR REFWR2-2
Market Garden REE_004 WR MARGDWR1
Weir RFE 005 WR MARGDWR2
Beards Mill FIFF_002 WR BEARDWR3
	







Structure name Structure cell Elemente Element label
Bonds Mill Side RFG_005 SL BONSLSL1







Ebley Corn Mill RFH_003 SL EBCNCUL1
Culverts RFH 004 SL EBCNCUL2


















Fromehall Mill RFN_004 SL FRMHLCL1 -
Sluice RFN 005 SL FRMHLCL2




PrintingWorks SCA_006 WR RUSBRKWR-.
Lock Weir SCA 007


Lodgernore SCA_012 WR PSWCKSWR -
Canal Weir SCA 013


Cainscross Road SCA_014 WR CAINSWR1




Table 7 Nailsworth Stream sub-model structure
elements












Car Park Bridge NSA_018
NSA 019
Cotswold House NSA_022
Brid e NSA 023
New Tynings NSA_024



















Brid e NSA 056




























Structure name Structure cell Elemente Element label
Station Road NSA_061 SL STRODSL1










Station Road NSA_062 SL STRODSL4
Brid e NSA 063 WR STRODWR3








Frogmarsh Lane NSA_075 HL FROGMSBR
Brid e NSA 076








Merrett's Mills NSA_082 BR MERRMIBR
Brid e NSA 083















































Rooksrnoor Mill NSB_001 SL RKSMRSL1









Structure name Structure cell Element e Element label
Catchlays Lett NSC_001 WR CRITRDWR
Channel Culvert NSC 002 SL CRITHSL2
Critchley's Bridge NSC_007 BR CRITHBR3
3 NSC 008
Critchleys Bridge NSC_008 BR CRITHBR4
4 NSC 009
Tennis Court NSC_011 HL TENISBR2
Brid e 2 NSC 012
Dunkirk Mills NSC_014 BR DUNKRBR1
Brid e 1 NSC 015
Dunkirk Mills NSC_015 WR DUNKRWR1
Side Spills NSC_016 WR DUNKRWR2
	
SL DUNKRSL2
Critchleys Bridge NSD_001 SL CRITHSL1
5 NSD 002
Tennis Court NSD_005 BR TENNISBR
Brid e 1 NSD 006
Elm Brook Bridge NSD_007 BR ELMBRKBR
NSD 008
Gables Bridge NSD_009 BR GABLESBR
NSD 010
Dunkirk Mills NSD_011 BR DUNKRBR2
Entrance Brid e NSD 012
Filling Station NSD_018 SL FILSTCV1




































































































































































Element Label Fixed Opening Minimum Maximum































































































































































































































































































1 These structures are culverts represented using the orifice type flow equation
of a sluice gate.




Table 10 NailsworthStream Sub-model sluice gate
openings


















































1 Thesestructuresare culverts representedusing theorifice type flow equation
of a sluice gate.





Table 11 Embankment and causeway structures
included in theRiver Frome Sub-models
Structure Model section Structure type Label
location








ERA 371 PB BARESPB3
ERA 372 PB BARESPB4
ERA 373 PB BARESPB5
ERA 374 PB BARESPB6
Lower Frome sub-model
Culverts CLA 015 CV WALKCV
adjacent to
Walk Brid e CLA_017 CV WALKCV2
A38 road bridge CLA_035 CV A38CV1
left hand culvert
A38 road bridge CRA_035B CV A38CV2
right hand CV A38CV3
culverts




























Structure Model section Structuretype Label
location




MillendLane CRA_053 CV MILLENDCV
culvert
Railway CLD_026 CV RAILCV1
embankment
centralculvert
Ryeford CRL_011 CV RYEFDUP
unde ass
RyefordRoad CLA_067 CV RYEFDRY
railwa brid e





Leftchannel ERD_021 PB PB1
feed into
DunkirkMills ERD_018 PB PB2
onds
Linkbetween CLA_111 CV CV1
DunkirkMills
nds CLA_110 CV CV2

















































































































































































































































































































































Inflow name Te Location Stalinfactor










































































































































M3 - Ryeford Peak level
Cablewa s recorder
M4 - Ryeford Peak level
South recorder
River Frome






































































































































Table 14 Comparison of SALMON-F model and
physical model levels at Ebley Mill
Discharge Ebley Mill gauging station level Difference (m)
rrns mOD
20 32.012 31.942 -0.070
25 32.033 32.015 -0.018
30 32.074 32.076 +0.002
35 32.099 32.130 +0.031
40 32.146 32.176 +0.030
45 32.200 32.232 +0.032
50 32.294 32.288 -0.006
55 32.416 32.359 -0.057
60 32.519 32.432 -0.087
67 32.606 32.572 -0.034
75 32.683 32.724 +0.041









Peak water level mOD
ObservedPredictedDifference m
Cl 34.803 34.816 +0.013
C2 34.205 34233 +0.028
C3 see text 48.306


C4 see text 79.670


C5 57.908 57.906 -0.002
M1 -13.472 13.547 +0.075
M4 28.150 28.144 -0.006
M5 38.449 / 38.596 38.383 -0.066 / -0.213
M6 56.910 / 57.066 57029 +0.119 / -0.037
M7 72.384 72.167 -0.217
M8 7.350 7365 +0.015
M9 8.600 7.637
-0.963
M10 43.670 43.697 +0.027










Table 16 Comparison of observed and predicted


























































Table 17 Comparison of observed and predicted






















Observed akwater levels mOD
RFA_253- u/s





Observed k water levels mOD
RFA_253- u/s

















































































Observed levd Predictedlevel Difference(m)
Observed skwater levels mOD
RFA 172- Wallbd e 39.980 3E498 -1.482
RFA_I46-uls
	
33.440 32.618 -0.822Dudbd Culvert
RFA_118- d/s Refuse
	
























































RFD 021 - u/sBondsMill
























































RFA 175- RFA 389 0.60 2.00
RFO 001 -RFO 012 0.60 2.00
RFP 001REP 006 0.60 2.00
RR) 001 - RR) 004 0.60 2.00
RFR 001 - RFR 002 0.60 2.00
RFS 001RFS 007 0.60 2.00
RFT 001 - RFT 003 060 2.00
SCB 001- SCB 024 0.60 2.00










NSA 001 -NSA 002 060 2.00
RFA 001 -RFA 032 0.60 2.00
RFA 033-RFA 048 0.80 2.00
RFA 050- RFA 053 1.50 2.00
RFA 049 -RFA 077 0.60 2.00
REA 078 -RFA 087 1.50 2.00
RFA 0- RFA 103 0.60 2.00
RFA 104- RFA 118 1.00 2.00
RFA 119- RFA 170 0.60 2.00
RFA 171- RFA 175 2.00 2.00
RFB 001- RFB 008 0.60 2.00
RFC 001- RFC 009 1.50 2.00
RFD 001 - RFD 067 0.60 2.00
RFD 068-RFD 081 1.00 2.00
RFE_001- RFF 003 0.60 2.00







Modelreach Channelks Flood lain ks
U Framesub-model
RFJ 001-RFJ 003 0.60 2.00
RFK 001-RFK 004 0.60 200
RFL 001-RFL 016 1.00 2.00
RFM 001 RFM 003 0.60 2.00
RFH 001-RFH 004 0.60 2.00
RFN 001-RFN 006 0.60 2.00
RFX 001-RFX 007 0.60 2.00
SCA 001-SCA 016 0.60 2.00
RFE 001 -FIFE 005 1.00 2.00
AllF lain 2.00
Nallsworth Streamsub-model
NSA 001-NSA 124 0.60 2.00
NSB 001 NSB 002 0.60 2.00
NSC 001 - NSC016 0.60 2.00
NSD 001-NSD 024 0.60 2.00
NSE 001-NSE 002 0.60 2.00
EX 3191 Rob 73,113195
angford
" ; Water




Elementlabel ElementType Cd,K,Aff Dr


GWRMLWR1 WR 1.60 0.67


GWRMLWR2 WR 1.50 0.67
RailwayMill
Weir GWRMLWR3 WR 1.50 0.67


GWRMLWR4 WR 1.50 0.67


GWRMLWRS WR 1.50 087
CanalSn THSEVSYP SY 0.50 087


ARUMLWR1 WR 0.90 0.67
AnaidellMill ARUMLWR2 WR 0.90 0.67
Sluices ARUMLSL1 SL 0.90 0.67


ARUMLSL2 SL 0.90 0.67
Ea e Mdls CVNWKCUL BR 10.00























Stanton'sBed BUTFTPBR ea 0.70


THRUPSLI SL 0.80 0.67








THRUPWR1 WR 0.80 0.67


THRUPWR2 WR 0.40 0.67








GRFBYSL1 SL 0.90 0.67
Griffin'sMill GRFBYWRI WR 1.00 0.67
BypassWeir GRF8'/WFt2 WR 1.00 0.67


GRFBYWRS WR 0.40 0.67
















ElementType Cd,K Atf Dr

































PHXBYWRI WR 0.70 067
PhoenixMill PHXBYWR2 WR 0.40 0.67
BypassWeir PHXBYWR3 WR 030 0.67


PHXBYSL1 SL 0.70 0.67















PHXESSL1 SL 0.70 0.67
Thrum Works PHXESWR1 WR 0.80 0.67
Sluices PHXESWR2 WR 0.50 0.67


PHXESWR3 WR 0.40 0.40




















PondSluices BRIPOSL2 SL 1.00 0.67


BRIPOWR1 WR 0.40 0.40




















































PTINDSL1 SL 0.80 0.67
Brimscombe
MillSluices PTINDWR1 WR 0.80 0.67


PTINDWR2 WR 0.80 0.67









BoumeMill BORMLWR1 WR 0.70 0.67
BypassSluices
BORMLWR2 WR 0.40 0.40


WIMMLWR1 WR 1.00 0.67


WIMMLWR2 WR 1.00 0.67
WimbedeyMills
Weir WIMMLWR3 WR 0.90 0.67


WIMMLWR4 WR 0.40 0.67


WIMMLWR5 WR 0.40 0.40



























MARCNWR2 WR 1.00 0.67
St MarysMill MARBYSL1 SL 0.70 0.67
BypassSluices
MARBYS1.2 SL 0.80 0.67


































ILEUPSL1 SL 0.80 0.67








BELVEWR2 WR 1.00 0.67













industrialEstate CHINDS1.2 SL 0.80 0.67


CHINDSL3 SL 0.50 0.67












RedLionBrie REDUNBR HL 0.32


BrooldBrie BRKLYNBR BR 1.00


SubStn.•e SUBSTNBR BR 1.00








RIDLYWR1 WR 0.70 0.67













Sluices ASHMDWR2 WR 0.90 0.67


ASHMDWR4 WR 0.70 0.67
BakersBrie _ -BAKERSBR- SL -0.90 0.67






BAKERWR2 WR 0.80 0.67


BAKERSL1 SL 1.00 0.67






























Weir GRFMLWR2 WR 1.00 0.67














GRFMLWR4 WR 0.80 0.67
Griffin'sMillu/s
Weir GRFMLWR5 WR 0BO 0.67


GRFMLWR6 WR 0.90 0.67







PhoenixMill PHXMLSL1 SL 0.80 0.67
BourneMAI BORMLSL1 SL 0.80 0.67
Sluices BORMLSL2 SL 0.80 0.67






ILEMLSL1 SL 1.00 0.67
Ileskill Culvert ILEMLS12 SL 0.90 0.67


ILEMLWRI WR 0.90 0.67




























WIMCNSL1 SL 0.80 0.67
Wimberleylock
Weir WIMCNWRI WR 1.00 0.67












ElementType Cd,K, Aff Dr
































GOLDVWR1 WR 1.00 0.67


GOLDVWR2 WR 1.00 0.67







LowerLock BAKCNWR2 WR 0.90 0.67


BAKCNSL1 SL 0.80 0.67













BAKCI1WR5 WR 1.00 0.67
PuckMillLower PUCKMSL1 SL 0.80 0.67
Lock PUCKMWR1 WR 0.90 0.67













WHITESL1 SL 0.80 0.67
EX 319I.Rob 2303095
adngforWater





DudbridgeWeir NLSOUTWR WR 0.90 0.67


NLSOUTSL SL 0.90 0.67






UFRAMSLI SL 0.90 0.10
UpperFramOode UFRAMSL2 SL 0 40 0.67
Weir UFRAMS13 SL 0.40 0.67


UFRAMSL4 SL 0 40 0.67






WHILIMR1 WR 0.90 0.67
WhitmirtsterWest WHILHWR2 WR 0.60 0.67
ChannelWeir WHILHWRI WR 0.60 0.67


WHILHWR4 WR 0.60 0.67













WHEATWR1 WR 0.80 0.67


WHEATWR2 WR 0.90 0.67








FROMEWRI WR 0.80 0.67








FROMEWR3 WR 0.80 0.67


FROMESLS SL 0.80 0.67
A38RoadB A38RODBR BR 1.00


M5 RoadBri M5ROADBR BR 1.00


MeadowMal MEADOWHL HL 1.50


















MILLESL1 SL 0.80 0.67


MILLES12 SL 0.80 0.67
MiIlendMills MILLESL3 SL 0.50 0.67


MILLESL4 SL 0.50 0.67


MILLESL5 SL 0.50 0.67













BEARDWR2 WR 0.20 0.67








STANMSL1 SL 1.10 0.67


STANMSL2 SL 1.10 0.67
StanleyMills
Weir STANMSL3 SL 1.10 0.67


STANMSL4 SL 1.10 0.67


STANMSL5 SL 1.10 0.67







RedhillCulvert REDHILBR BR 50.00








REFWR3-2 WR 0AO 0.40












EbleMill Brid EBMILLBR BR 1.00


EbleyMillWeir EBLMLWR1 WR 1.10 0.67


EBLMLWR2 WR 0.85 0.67


EBLMLWR3 WR 0.60 0.67










































































































Element Cd, K,Aff Dr
ChurchendBrid e CHESCHBR BR 50.00








CHESCWR2 WR 1.00 0.67








CHESLSL1 SL 0.80 0.67
ChurcbendSluices CHESLS1.2 SL 0.80 0.67


CHESLSL3 SL 0.80 0.67








BONCUS1.2 SL 0.40 0.20











OceanPoolBde OCPOOLBR BR 10.00








BRIDGSL2 SL 0.70 0.67

































Ur MillsSluices UPMILLSL SL 0.70 0.67
Uer MillsB 'e UPMILLBR BR 5.00







Culvert RYEFDSL2 SL 0.60 0.67


RYEFDWR1 WR 0.20 0.00










RefuseT Weir3 REFWR1-1 WR 0.60 0.67








REFWR2-2 WR 0.80 0.80






MARGDWR2 WR OAO 0.67








BEARDWR4 WR 0.20 0.67


BONSLSLI SL 0.40 020
BondsMil Side BONSLSL2 SL 0.40 0.20
Sluices BONSLSL3 SL 040 0.20


BONSLSLA SL 0.40 020






EBCNCUL2 SL 1.09 0.67







BRIDGBYP WR 0.60 0.67







BanDitch Weir BANTYDWR WR 0.70 0.67






FRMHLCL2 SL 0.90 0.67

































DudbridgeWeir NSOUTFWR WR 1.00 0.67


NSOUTFSL SL 0.90 0.67
















EdnoidCulvert ERINODCV HL 1.00


EriroidBrie ERINODBR SL 0.90 0.67
CarParkBri CARPRKBR BR 1.00
















Rio•e PRIORYBR HL 0.3











RooksmoorMill RKSMRWR1 WR 0.80 0.67
Weir RKSMRWR2 SL 0.80 0.67



















Raba Bri e NSRAILBR BR 1.00


Foe Weir FORGEWR WR 0.90 0.67




















STRODSL1 SL 070 0.67


STRODWR1 WR 0.40 0.67
StationRoad
Works STRODWP2 WF1 0.40 0.67


STRODS12 SL 0.80 0.67


STRODSL3 SL 0.80 0.67


StationRoad STRODSL4 SL 0.90 0.67
Bridge STRODWR3 WR 0.40 0.67












































































GaraCulvert GARAGECV BR 100


EGYPIWR1 WR 0.90 0.67
EgyptNOWeir EGYPIWP2 WR 0.90 0.67

















Culvert RKSMRSL2 SL 0.80 0.67






CRITHSL2 SL 1.00 0.67







Critchle $ Brie CRITHBR4 BR 1.00






















SideSpills DUNKRWR2 WR 0.90 0.67


DUNKIRS1.2 SL 0.90 0.67












ElmBrookBrie ELMBRKBR ER 1.00


GablesBrie GABLESBR BP 1.00






















Design event return period water levels
5ear10 ear25 ear50 ear100 ear150 ear
CI 34.979 35.154 35.407 35.654 35.948 36.306
C2 34.349 34.470 34.667 34.838 35.001 35.105
C3 4E350 48.414 48.515 48.592 48.647 48.684
04 79.747 79.797 79.836 80.005 80.145 80.239
C5 57.991 58.082 58.228 58.463 58.923 59.264
MI 13.745 14.161 14.276 14.350 14.416 14.437
M3 26.461 26.464 26.500 26.563 26.629 26.785
M4 28.189 28.222 28259 28276 28.294 28.302
M5 38.459 38.573 38.726 38.978 39.080 39.161
M6 57.026 57.033 57.168 57.287 57.407 57.494
M7 72.175 72.227 72.288 72.471 72.582 72.642
M8 7.864 7.900 7.985 8.042 8.060 8.156
Mg 7.999 8.043 8.150 8.185 8.199 8.336























Table 23 Additional modelling downstream of Wheatenhurst Sluices
4.88m eak level tide
Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event 50 Year Event 100 Year Event
RFA 0014 .88 4.88 4.88 4.88 4 .88




RFA 001A 7.01 7.12 7.13 7.16 7.22





RFA 0038.20 8.32 8.33 8.36 8.42
RFA 0048.32 8.43 8.44 8.48 8.54
RFA 0058.44 8.56 8.57 8.60 8.66




RFA 0068.44 8.56 8.57 8.60 8.66
RFA 0078.52 8.64 8.65 8.68 8.74
RFA 0088.60 8.70 8.72 814 8.80
RFA 008A8.65 8.75 8.76 8.78 8.83




RFA 009830 8.84 8.86 8.88 8.95
RFA 0108.73 8.88 8.90 8.92 8.99
RFA 0118.73 8.88 8.90 8.93 9.00
RFA 0128.74 8.89 8.91 8.93 9.00




RFA 0138.78 8.93 8.94 8.97 9.04




RFA 0148.78 8.93 8.94 8.97 9.04
RFA 0158.78 8.92 8.94 8.96 9.03
RFA 0168.78
...
8.92 8.94 8.96 9.04'
RFA 0178.80 8.94 8.96 8.98 9.05











Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event SOYear Event 100 Year Event
RFB 001 8.44 8.56 8.57 8.60 8.66
RFB 002 8.49 8.60 8.61 8.65 8.71
RFB 003 8.52 8.63 8.64 8 68 8.74




RFB 004 8.67 8.82 8.84 8.87 8.94
RFB 005 8.73 8.88 8.90 8.92 8.99
RFB 006 8.74 8.89 8.91 8.93 9.00
RFB 007 8.76 8.90 8.92 8.94 9.01










Cell 1 8.20 8.48 8.56 8.65 8.71
Cell 2 8.10 8.23 8.56 8.65 8.71
Cell 3 8.73 8.88 8.90 8.92 9.00
Cell 4 8.74 8.88 8.90 8.93 9.00
Cell 5 8.74 8.89 8.91 8.93 9.00
Cell 6 8.20 8.20 8.20 8.20 8.87
Cell 7 8.40 8.40 8.40 8.40 8.87
Cell 8 8.80 8.80 8.80 8.80 8.80
Cell 9 8.37 8.37 837 8.37 8.37
awford
Water
Table 24Additional modelling downstream of Wheatenhurst Sluices
6.00m eak level tide
Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event 50 Year Event 100 Year Event
RFA 0016.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00




RFA 001A7.01 7.12 7.13 7.16 7.22





RFA 0038.20 8.32 8.33 8.36 8.42
RFA 0048.32 8.43 8.44 8.48 8.54
RFA 0058.44 8.56 8.57 8.60 8.66




RFA 0068.44 8.56 8.57 8.60 8.66
RFA 0078.52 8.64 8 65 8.68 8.74


RFA 0088.60 8.70 872 8.74 8.80
RFA 008A8.65 8.75 876 8.78 8.83




RFA 009810 8.84 8.86 8.88 8.95
RFA 010873 8.88 8.90 8.92 8.99
RFA 011873 8.88 8.90 8.93 9.00
RFA 0128.74 8.89 8.91 8.93 9.00




RFA 0138.78 8.93 8.94 8.97 9.04




RFA 0148.78 8.93 8.94 8.97 9.04
RFA 0158.78 8.92 8.94 8.96 9.03
_RFA 0168.78- 8.92 8.94 8.96 9.04
RFA 0178.80 8.94 8.96 8.98 9.05








Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event 60 Year Event 100 Year Event
RFB 001 8.44 8.56 8.57 8.60 8.66
RFB 002 8.49 8.60 8.61 8.65 8.71
RFB 003 8.52 8.63 8.64 8.68 8.74




RFB 004 8.67 8.82 8.84 8.87 8.94
RFB 005 8.73 8.88 8.90 8.92 8.99
RFB 006 8.74 8.89 8.91 8.93 9.00
RFB 007 8.76 8.90 8.92 8.94 9.01










Cell 1 8.20 8.48 8.56 8.65 8.71
Cell 2 8.10 823 8.56 8.65 8.71
Cell 3 8.73 8.88 8.90 8.92 9.00
Cell 4 8.74 8.88 8.90 8.93 9.00
Cell 5 814 8.89 8.91 8.93 9.00
Cell 6 8.20 8.20 8.20 8.20 8.87
Cell 7 8.40 8.40 8.40 8.40 8.87
Cell 8 8.80 8.80 8.80 8.80 8.80
Cell 9 8.37 8.37 8.37 8.37 8.37
trdforWater
Table 25Additional modelling downstream of Wheatenhurst Sluices
8.00m eak level tide
Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event 50 YearEvent 100 Year Event
RFA 0018.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00




RFA 001A8.11 8.14 8.16 8.18 8.22







RFA 0038.43 8.49 8.54 8.57 8.65
RFA 004847 8.54 8.59 8.62 8.71
RFA 0058.55 8.60 8.65 8.67 8.77




RFA 0068.55 8.60 8.65 8.67 8.77
RFA 0078.60 8.66 8.71 8.74 8.83
RFA 0088.66 8.71 8.76 8.79 8.87
RFA 008A8.70 8.75 8.80 8.82 8.90




RFA 0098.75 8.84 8.88 8.91 8.97
RFA 0108.77 8.88 8.92 8.95 9.00
RFA 0118.77 8.89 8.93 8.96 9.00
RFA 0128.78 8.90 8.94 8.97 9.01




RFA 0138.81 8.93 8.97 9.00 9.04




RFA 0148.81 8.93 8.97 9.00 9.04
RFA 0158.81 8.92 8.96 8.99 9.03
RFA 0168.81 8.93 8.97 9.00 9.04
RFA 0178.83 8.95 8.98 9.01 9.06











Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event 50 Year Event 100 Year Event
RFB 001 8.55 8.60 8.65 8.67 8.77
RFB 002 8.58 8.62 8.65 8.68 8.80
RFB 003 8.60 8.64 8.69 8.71 8.81




RFB 004 8.72 8.83 8.87 8.90 8.96
RFB 005 8.77 8.88 8.92 8.95 9.00
RFB 006 8.78 8.89 8.94 8.97 901
RFB 007 8.79 8.91 8.94 8.97 9.01










Cell 1 8.20 8.48 8.65 868 8E0
Cell 2 8.10 8.46 8.65 8.68 8.80
Cell 3 8.77 8.89 8.93 8.96 9.00
Cell 4 8.77 8.89 8.93 8.96 9.00
Cell 5 8.77 8.89 823 8.96 9.01
Cell 6 8.20 8.20 820 8.20 8.98
Cell 7 8.40 8.40 8.40 SAO 8.98
Cell 8 8.80 8.80 8.80 8.80 8.97
Cell 9 8.37 8.37 827 8.37 8.97
ngford
Water
Table 26Additional modelling downstream of Wheatenhurst Sluices
10.00m eak level tide
Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event 50 Year Event 100 Year Event
RFA 00110.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00




RFA 001A9.04 9.07 9.13 9.17 931





RFA 0039.04 9.07 9.13 9.17 931
RFA 0049.06 9.09 9.15 9.19 9.32
RFA 0059.09 9.12 9.17 9.22 9.35




RFA 0069.09 9.12 9.17 922 9.35
RFA 0379.11 9.14 9.19 9.23 9.37
RFA 0089.12 9.14 9.20 924 9.37
RFA 008A9.13 9.16 9.22 9.26 9.39




RFA 0099.16 9.20 928 9.32 9.44
RFA 0109.17 9.22 9.30 9.35 9.46
RFA 0119.18 9.22 9.31 9.35 9.46
RFA 0129.18 9.23 9.31 9.36 9.46




RFA 0139.19 9.24 9.32 9.37 9.47




RFA 0149.19 9.24 9.32 9.37 9.47
RFA 0159.19 9.24 9.32 9.37 9.47
RFA 016920 924 9.33- 9.37 9.48
RFA 0179.20 9.25 9.33 9.38 9.48











Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event 50 Year Event 100 Year Event
RFB 001 9.09 9.12 9.17 9.22 9.35
RFB 002 9.11 9.13 9.19 9.23 9.36
RFB 003 9.12 9.14 9.19 9.23 9.37




RFB 004 9.16 9.21 9.29 9.34 9.45
RFB 005 9.18 923 9.31 9.35 9.46
RFB 006 9.18 923 9.31 9.36 9.46
RFB 007 9.19 9.23 9.32 926 9.46










Cell 1 9.11 9.14 9.19 9.23 9.37
Cell 2 9.11 9.14 9.19 9.23 9.37
Cell 3 9.18 9.23 9.31 9.35 9.46
Cell 4 9.18 9.23 9.31 9.36 9.46
Cell 5 9.18 9.23 9.31 9.36 9.46
Cell 6 9.17 9.22 9.31 9.35 9.46
Cell 7 9.17 922 9.31 9.35 9.46
Cell 8 9.16 9.22 9.31 9.36 9.46
Cell 9 9.07 9.16 9.32 937 9.47
ItngfordWater
Table 27Additional modelling downstream of Wheatenhurst Sluices
10.50m eak level tide
Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event 50 YearEvent 100 Year Event
RFA 00110.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50




RFA 001A9.15 9.16 9.17 9.19 9.36





RFA 0039.16 9.18 921 9.24 9.37
RFA 0049.16 9.18 9.24 9.26 9.40
RFA 0059.16 9.19 9.25 9.29 9.44




RFA 0069.16 9.19 9.25 9.29 9.44
RFA 0079.17 9.21 9.27 921 9.45
RFA 0089.18 9.21 928 9.32 9.46
RFA 008A9.20 9.23 930 9.34 9.47•




RFA 009923 927 935 9.40 9.52
RFA 0109.25 9.30 9.38 9.43 9.54
RFA 011925 9.30 9.39 9.43 9.54
RFA 0129.25 9.30 9.39 9.43 9.54




RFA 013926 9.32 9.40 9.45 9.55




RFA 0149.26 9.32 9.40 9.45 9.55
RFA 0159.26 9.31 9.40 9.45 9.55
RFA 0169.26 9.32_ 9.41 - 9:46 9.56
RFA 0179.27 9.32 9.41 9.46 9.56











Section Label5 Year Event 10 Year Event 25 Year Event SOYear Event 100 Year Event
RFB 001 9.16 9.19 9.25 9.29 9.44
RFB 002 9.17 920 9.27 9.31 9.45
RFB 003 9.18 9.21 9.27 9.31 9.46




RFB 004 9.24 9.28 9.37 9.42 9.53
RFB 005 925 9.30 9.39 9.43 9.54
RFB 006 9.25 9.30 9.39 9.44 9.55
RFB 007 9.26 9.31 939 9.44 9.55










Cell 1 9.17 9.21 9.27 9.31 9.45
Cell 2 9.18 9.21 9.27 931 9.45
Cell 3 9.25 930 9.39 9.43 954
Cell 4 9.25 9.30 9.39 9.43 9.54
Cell 5 9.25 9.30 9.39 944 9.54
Cell 6 9.25 9.30 9.39 943 9.54
Cell 7 9.25 9.30 9.39 9.43 9.54
Cell 8 9.24 920 9.39 9.43 9.54
Cell 9 9.21 9.30 9.40 9.45 9.56
ngford
Water
Table 28 Structurecoefficientsensitivitytests - locations where upstream
water level increases exceed 0.10m
Water level increase (m) for decrease
Structure Name Upstream section In coefficients of:
10% 20%
Lower Frome Sub-model
Wheatenhurst Sluices RFA_019 0.01 0.14
Millend Mill RFA_054 0.12 021
Stanley Downton Mill race RFA_090 0.05 0.11
Refuse Tip Weir 1 RFA_119 0.08 0.17
Ebley Mill Weir RFA_138 0.05 0.11
Fromehall Mill Bypass Sluices RFA_157 0.06 0.12
Lodgernore Mills Sluices RFA_166 0.05 0.11
Refuse Tip Weir 3 RFD_081 0.08 0.17
Dudbridge Lock Weir SCA_005 0.09 0.20
Ruscombe Brook Weir SCA_007 0.08 0.18
Cainscross Road Weir SCA_015 0.06 0.12
Upper Frome Sub-model
Thames and Severn Canal Syphon RFA_184 0.25 0.53
Anmdell Mill Sluices RFA_187 0.14 0.34
Eagle Mills Culvert RFA_190 0.14 0.30
Butterow Hill Bridge RFA_193 0.10 0.22
Bowbridge Estate Bridge RFA_195 0.10 0.21
Bowbridge Estate Bridge 2 RFA_199 0.06 0.14
Griffin Mill Footbridge 1 RFA_215 0.03 0.20
Griffin Mill Bypass RFA_218 0.03 0.12
Thrupp Caravan Site Bridge RFA_242 0.11 0.23
Brimscombe Mill Pond Outlet RFA_250 0.06 0.12
Chalford Industrial Estate Sluices RFA_324 0.21 0.30
Thanet House Bridge RFA_331 0.06 0.12
Ridley Mill Sluices RFA_344 0.06 0.12
Ashmead Sluices RFA_357 0.06 0.13
Bakers Bridge RFA_367 0.14 0.41




Structure Name Upstream section





Griffin Mill Weir 2 RF0_012 0.03 0.12
Butterow Hill Canal Bridge SCB_007 0.08 0.33
Puck Mill Upper Lock Weir SCC_060 0.07 0.15





Erinoid Bridge NSA_016 0.15 0.33
Car Park Bridge NSA_019 0.15 0.33
Cotswold House Bridge NSA_023 0.08 0.19
New Tynings Footbridge NSA_025 0.06 0.15
Rooksmoor Mill Culvert - Right NSA_038 0.39 0.84
Rooksmoor Mill Weir NSA_039 0.38 0.83
Selsley Road Bridge NSA_045 0.37 0.82
Selsley Road Weir NSA_046 0.36 0.80
PauIs Rise Bridge NSA_048 0.31 073
Railway Bridge NSA_052 0.29 0.63
The Forge Weir NSA_054 0.26 0.57
Birds Crossing NSA_056 0.21 0.28
Station Road Works NSA_062 0.22 0.40
Station Road Bridge NSA_063 0.17 0.35
South Woodchester Works Bridge NSA_065 0.14 0.30
Frogmarsh Lane Bridge NSA_076 0.07 0.11
Bath Road Bridge NSA_078 0.07 0.12
Mertens Mills Bridge NSA_083 0.08 0.14
Merretts Mills Culvert NSA_086 0.10 0.17
lnchbrook Bridge NSA_089 0.09 0.15
Critchleys (New) Culvert NSA_096 0.06 0.15
Critchleys Bridge 2 NSA_098 0.11 0.23
Dunkirk Mills Culvert NSA_101 0.09 0.19
Garage Culvert NSA_119 0.12 0.25




Water level increase (m) for decrease
Structure Name Upstream section In coefficients of:
10% 20%
Rooksmoor Mill Culvert - Left NSB_002 0.38 0.83
Tennis Court Bridge NSC_012 0.26 0.06
Dunkirk Mills Bridge 1 NSC_015 0.26 0.12
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 0 0 0
ObC 1% 40 •l sr n es
(soawna) 398V1-10S I 0
Figure 18 5 year return period flood event - dischargeat Ebley Mill
ngford
Water
0 MI 0 •01 0
C•I CV
WI MI 11•1 CI
(NO0w) 3ovis
Figure 19 10 year return period flood event stage at EbleyMill
ngforcl
Water
0 0 0 0 0 0
CV 0  40 40 WI CV
CV CV e e e e
(spatuna) 3021V1-13S10




.11 • .11 •
eel
(N00w) 3ovis
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